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Inflattbn Not As,Severe

AT THAT MOMENT Local Families Finding
A Fireman's Life
Whether the horses got to the fire in gime; what started it or even lilt was only a false alarm are details left far
back in time. There is but one message, for anyone, anywhere, any time' fire! This picture happened to have been
made.in New Haven, Conn., in 1910. But no more urgency, no more drama could have been caught in a photo of
the latest diesel-powered aerial rig furicTly wheeling a corner in Los Angeles. Or, if our forefathers had had
cameras,in a shot of a leather-belloweid handpumper squirting its *eager stream back in colonial days.
Other photos of 1910 would appear dated. Of Glenn H. Curtiss, say, when he set a record by flying nonstop from
Albany.to New York in one of those dragon-fly-like aircraft. 01 Dan Beard in shorts and puttees and campaign hat,
having just founded the Boy Scouts of America. We look arthem for history, or out of curiosity, like rummaging
through ancient hand-me-downs in an attic trunk But this picture says all that need be said about a fireman's life.
Ever.
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Pocketbooks Better Off
Because of the upward turn in the
economy in recent months, Calloway
(1nty families find themselves in a
favorable financial position.
• • After a long struggle with depression
and inflation, during which the cost of
hying rose faster than their incomes
did, the tide has turned in their favor.
Even though inflation is very much
alive and continues to push prices
upward, it is no longer as severe a
problem as it was a year ago.
As a result, local families, bolstered
by rising incomes, strong savings and a
smaller than usual debt, have the
wherewithal to launch 3 big buying
surge.
After taking care of the four basic
items in their budgets — taxes, food,

clothing and housing — some 28 per
cent of their income, on average, is
available to them for other spending.
This is based upon a study made by
the Tax Foundation. It shows that taxes
are the Liggest item in most budgets.
Most workers have to devote 2 hours
and 39 minutes of their 8-hour day, onethird of the time, to pay their various
Federal,state and local taxes.
In Calloway County, translating this
to an annual basis and relating it to the
average level of income locally, it
amounts to $4,420 per family.
With taxes out of the way, the
remainder of the 8-hour day is apportioned as follows by the Tax
Foundation: for housing and household
operations, 1 hour and 32 minutes, for
•-;

food and beverages, 1 hour and 5
minutes,for transportation, 39 minutes,
for clothing 29 minutes, and,. for
medical care,25 minutes.
That leaves a total of 1 hour and 11
minutes of the workday,the proceeds of
which may be used for discretionary
spending. It ma,„' be for recreation and
amusements, for education, for
savings, for:. personal care or for
luxuries in general.
Based upon the national study, the
average family in Calloway County has
nearly three-fourths of its income going
for taxes, food, clothing and shelter. In
terms of earnings in the local area
during the past year, it is equivalent to
$9,630 per family.

Reagan Picks Schweiker As VP
Running Mate If He Gets Nod
LOS 'ANGELES (AP) — Ronald
Reagan said today he has selected U.S.
Sen. Richard S. Schweiker of Pennsylvan!a as his vice presidential running mate if he wins the Republican
nomination for president. .
Reagan said he knew he was
breaking with tradition in announcing
his choice for a vice president in advance of the convention.
"Since I now feel that the people and
the delegates have a right to know in
advance of the convention who a
nominee's vice presidential choicer
would be, I am today departing from
tradition and announcing my selection," Reagan said in a news conference.
He refused to answer any questions
and left irwediately after reading a
350-word sthlement.
There was no immediate comment
from SChweiier.
Reagan;a conservative challenger to
President Ford, said that Schweiker,

1
-

a

who has a more moderate image,,is
someone "whose basic beliefs (are)
compatible with my own."
It was not clear what affect today's
move would have on Reagan's chances
for winning delegates in Pennsylvania.
There are 25 uncommitted delegates
among the 103 members of the Pennsylvania delegation, according to
Associated Press tabulations.
Both Reagan and President Ford
have claimed enough delegates for
nomination — 1,130 are needed — but
continue to battle for each and every
delegate as the convention draws near.
Ford has 1,095 delegates, Reagan
1,025, according to the AP survey.
Reagan . did
not
mention
Pennyslyania's delegate situation.
But Ford holds a 65-delegate lead in
the state — slightly more than the
entire nationwide delegate lead of 60
the President holds. In Pennslyvania,
Ford has 71 delegates, Reagan 6, Sen.
Howard Baker of Tennessee 1 and there

are 25 uncommitted.
Reagan described Schweiker as "a
man of independent thought and action,
with a background in business and 16
years in public service. He is respected
by his colleagues but has not become a
captive of what I call 'the Washington
buddy system." .
"He has an awareness of the shortcomings in our foreign policy and the
domestiethreat posed by continuing the
present policies of inflationary deficit
spending," the former California
governor said.
"I have met with him and we have
spent a considerable amount of time
personally discussing the critical issues
that face us today and the principles by
which we would lead the nateion,".. Ise
said.
Although nationally 2,120 of the 2,259
delegates have publicly committed
themselves to a candidate, only 900 are
legally bound to either candidate.
Nearly 1,350 may vote for any candidate they choose.

Senators Facing Heavy Agenda
--Before-Hitting Campaign Trail

When he made this picture, Delmar Barney Roos WAS an engineer student at Cornell working summers for a photo service in New York_ He
had been assigned to photograph the Yak commencement, particularly to get one of Robert A. Taft,son of President Wlliam Howard Taft, who
wee graduating that June. The younger Taft demurred and Roos used 23 of his 24 plates on other things.
Dejectedly wifidlig to a trolley to catch a train home, he heard the fire engine, steam pouring from the boiler, horses charging. He stepped
from the curb and exposed uk final plate with his Press Critics. When he developed his 24th plate later, Roos noticed, in the far kit corner, in
cap and gown and carrying his diploma,sure eneugh,the President's son, who had happened on the scene.
Roos loft photography that summer and eventuallylkcame chief engineer for the Studebaker Corporation as well as designer of the World
War II jeep. But when asked what in al of his achievements he was proudest of, he thought a moment and replied,"1 once made a famous news
picture,"

Authorties Puzzled Over Motive
Of Man Shot On White House Lawn
WASHINGTON'(AP) — Authorities
said today they are puzzled about what
motiviated a cab driver who scaled a
White House fence and threatened a
guard with a three-foot pipe before
being shot to death.
Washington police said the intruder
Chester M. Plummer, 30, raised the
pipe "in a threatening manner" and
ignored repeated orders of an
Executive Protective Service guard to
halt on the White House lawn Sunday
night.
The guard, Pvt. Chalet A. (Arland,
fired a single shot that hit Plummer hr
the upper left chest and felled him
about 60 feet from the eight-foot fence
he had scaled along Pennsylvania

Sunny and Warm
Mostly sunny and warm today with
highs in the upper 80s to low 90s. Partly
cloudy and mild tonight with lows in the
upper 60s. Partly cloudy and warm with
chance of showers and thundershowers
Tuesday. Highs in the upper 80s to low
90s. Warm with chance of showers and
thundershower-S. Wednesday. Chances
of measurable precipitation are 30 per
cent Tuesday.

Avenue.
Plummer's name was not included on
a list Of about 38,000 persons considered
a potential threat to government officials, said special agent Lewis
McClam of the Secret Service. He said
the agency is unaware of any grievance
Plummer might have had against the
government.
"We're trying to find out the purpose,
the reasoning" of the incident,McClarn
said.
The police said Plummer, a 30-yearold Washington cab driver, reportedly
had a criminal record, but was not
involved in any previous intrusions on
the White House grounds.
A police sergeant said Plurnrner's
motive was unknown. After talking
with Plummet's parents, the sergeant
said, "He never indicated to them he
had any qualms with the President."
Plummer, a bachelor, was estranged
from his parents, he added.
Secret Service spokesman Jack
Warner, asked whether the incident
would cause any security changes at
the White House, replied, "We constantly review our security procedures
and find no problems with the outer
perimeter at this time."

The .White House recently inStailed
crash-proof gates costing $550,000. A
man crashed into the old gates in a car
on Christmas Day 1974, and in
February 1973 an AWOL soldier landed
a helicopter on the White House lawn
amid a hail of bullets from guards. Last
November an unarmed intruder came
within a few feet of Susan Ford, the
President's daughter, on the first of his
three illicit entries onto the grounds.
But no previous incident resulted in
death or serious injury.
A dispatcher at the Red Top Cab Co.
ih Arlington; Va., wfrere Plummer
worked, said, "He was really a nice
guy. He was quiet."
Plummer was shot several hundred
feet from the White House, where
President Ford and his family were in
their second floor quarters. It was not
knosor whether Ford heard the shot, but
White House spokesmen say he was
informed of the incident.
An ambulance squad tried to revive
Plummer with heart massage on the
White House lawn. He stopped
breathing en route to George
Washington Hospital, where efforts to
revive him continued.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With taxes,
crirne control, clean air and postal
finances on the agenda, Senators face a
heavy schedule this week in an effort to
finish business and head out for some
politicarcampaigning.
The major items scheduled for action
in the House include a mine safety bill
and a measure to require government
agencies to open their meetings to the
public.
The' Sehate worked two days last
week on a bill extending the life of the
Law
Enforcement
Assistance
Administration for another five years.
The leadership had hoped to finish the
measure on Friday but failed.

Hubbard To Be In
Paducah August 7

Washington, D. C. — U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard will
again "bring the government to the
people" of the Jackson Purchase area
when he visits with constituents at the
Paducah Congressional Field Office on
Saturday, August 7, from 8:30 a.m. to
12:00 noon.
The Congressman invites his constituents to stop by the field office at
Room 304 Federal Building, Paducah,
to discuss with him their views and
problems.
Mrs. Clara Austin of Paducah is the
Congressional Field Representative for
Congressman Hubbard at the Paducah
office, which is open Monday through
Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m.
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The bill authorizes the LEAR to spend
$5.3 billion over the- next five years to
help communities fight crime.
During. debate, the agency came
under sharp criticism for failure to
stem rising crime rates despite the
expenditure of $4 billion since it was
created in 1969.
Next on the Senate agenda are
amendments to the Clean Air Act. The
most controversial would give
automakers two more years to meet
stricter auto emission standards. The
new deadline would be Jan. 1, 1979.
The postal bill would create a commission to study problems in the postal
service. The commission, with six
members appointed by Congress and
four by the President, would report by
Feb. 15.,
Until the commission completes its
work, the postal service would be
prohibited from reducing services or
raising rates. But the bill would
increase the federal subsidy by $1
billion. The government already
finances $1.5 billion of the cost of
running the U.S. mail.

The Senate also Is expected to continue debate this tveek on amendments
to a major tax bill that would extend
anti-recession tax cuts. Last week, the
Senate approved amendments that
virtually do away with tax breaks for
sick pay and occasional business use of
homes.
The mine safety bill scheduled for
action in the House on Tuesday would
transfer responsibility for mine safety
from the Interior Department to the
Department of Labor under a new
assistant secretary of labor for mine
safety and health.
The bill also would require that underground mines be inspected four
times a year and surface mines twice a
year.
The public meetings bill would
require that sessions of multimember
federal agencies be opened to the
public. It would apply to about 50
agencies, including the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the Federal
Reserve Board, the Federal Communications Commission and the
Federal Power Commission.

Wildcat Strike Closes
W. Virginia Coal Mines
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — A
wildcat strike by coal miners seeking to
pressure coal companies to stop using
federal courts to settle labor disputes
closed virtually every mine in West
Virginia today and spilled over into
southern Ohio.
Edwin Wiles of the Weld Virginia
Coal Asiociation said nearly all of the
state's 59,300 miners were idle, more
than double the number who stayed off
the job last week, the first week of the
strike.
There were only isolated pockets of
production in West Virginia, the
nation's second biggest coal state, he
said.
Roving pickets set up picket lines in
Ohio and all three mines in Meigs
County. Ohio, were reported closed.

idling 1,400 to 1,500 miners there.
Striking West Vtrginians said they
would carry their protegt-into Penn_
sylvania and Illinois as well.
"It looks like the gfeat, great
majority of everything is out on a
statewide basis," Wiles said of the West
Virginia sitaation. "Virtually all of the
coal operations in the state have been
shutdown."
He said 750,000 to 800,000 tons of
production worth $20 million was lost
last week and more than 400,000 tons of
production would be lost today.
In addition, Wiles said, the miners,
who gave up $3.7 million in wages last
week, were losing $2 million in wages
daily now that the strike was statewide.
The' state lost $875,000 in coal taxes
last week and is losing $335,000 daily
now. Wiles said.
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Vicky Butterworth
Honored With Event

Xectith-Wise
By Helen F. Andrew. M.S.,
Health Educator

Miss Vicky Butterworth,
L•w Mod Safer
August 14th bride-elect of
Jerry White, was the honoree
Not all physicians agree
at a delightfully planned
with the traditional prescripbridal tea shower held an
tion of five or six small meals
Saturday, July 10, at two p.m.
a day to control functional
at the Murray Woman's Club
hypoglycemia (low blood
House.
Sugar).
were
hostesses
The
The condition is believed to
glucose (blood sugar). This Mesdames Martha Butbe due to the periodic overtriggers the production of
terworth, Peggy Butterworth,
production of insulin by the,
insulin, whose function is to
parfcreas, which creates a
Palmer Butterworth, Frances
lower blood sugar levels.
Butterworth, Annette Wilson,
sharp drop in blood sugar
When sugar is taken in conlevels. Since frequent meals
Oneida White, Julia
centrated form, the pancreas Joan Orr,
tend ta stimul.ate the insulin
Beach, Glenda
Marlene
Bell,
over-reacts. The sugar in
mechanism of the pancreas, it
fresh fruit, eaten moderately, Galin-lore, Frances Murray,
is felt that they may actually
does not create this effect Anna Marie McCage, Ima
aggravate the condition.
because it is combined with Wilson, Joanna Sykes, Ruth
Experiments have shown
Sandra
and
fiber w§ich slows the diges- Hughes,
that a high fiber diet which
Gallimore. They all wore
tive process.
slows digestion along with
The elimination of coffee, corsages of white gardenias.
sufficient but not excessive
tea and eola drinks from the
For the event the honoree
protein in a three-meal-a-day
diet is also important in chose to wear a cream floor
pattern is effective in controlcreating more stable blood length floral print with
ling symptoms such as sudden
sugar levels. The caffeine
matching, accessories. She
fatigue, nervousness, trempresent in these drinks stimubling, dizziness, headache,
was presented a corsage of a
lates the production of insulin.
hunger, sweating, depression
yellow cymbiditun orchid by
Alcohol, which is metaboand anxiety which accompany
hostesses.
lized rapidly like sugar, may the
a sudden drop in blood sugar
Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth,
also produce hypoglycemia.
levels.
The sudden drop in blood mother of the honoree, wore a
Abstinence from refined
sugar could explain the crav- multi-colored v-stripe white
sugar, including honey, maple
ing for a drink which leads to knit floor length gown with
sugar and molasses is imalcoholism.
white accessories. Mrs.
portant because they are di—o 1975 as a community service of
gested so quickly that they the Health Department, General Con- James C. White, mother of the
flood the blood stream with fer•nc• of Seventh-day Acksrilists. groom-elect, was attired in a
mint green gown with matching jacket and white accessories.
Both
were
hostesses' gift corsages, of
white cymbidiurn orchids.
Grandmothers
of
the
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Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Ass'n., Intl. met
Monday, July 19, for a potluck
dinner meeting at University
Branch, Bank of Murray.
President Faye Wells, CPS
announced that three members had passed the final
examination for Certified
Public Secretaries, Cindy
Herndon, Melva Holt and
Anita Thomas. Red roses were
presented to each member for
attaining this high honor.
Program Chairman, Patsy
Dyer announced programs for
the year 1976-77, and Ways and
Means tairman, Anna Ruth
Heals
ported on projects
for the coming year. The
proposed
budget
was
reviewed by the president.

-Pbetut

Should Children Know
'Real' Parents?
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 try Chocaso Trawl..

Dr. L. W. Carlin Begins
56th Year In Ministry

Y News lead ex

DEAR ABBY: Many parents are disturbed because in
some states it. is now possible for adult adopted children to
unseal" their records and find out who their biological
parents are.
This is an answer to my prayers because somewhere in
the world is a 21-year-old girl I gave up for adoption because,.
I was an unwed mother who wanted my child to have a
better life than I could give her at the time.
I hope my daughter wants to know her "real" mother. I
want her to know that I have no desire to replace the woman
who raised her. I just want my daughter to accept me as her
• -other mother." I wonder if she realizes that I could have
done what many other girls in my position have done— had
an abortion. Instead I chose to risk my own life in childbirth
in order to give her life.
Perhaps my daughter- would like to meet Me just to••
say,
"Thank you.
HER OTHER MOTHER
DEAR OTHER: Please read ori for at letter from. mother
who has been on both sides of the adoption table.

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics

Fifty-five years ago Saturday
night, a lean young West
Tennessean transplanted from
Arkansas stood up to preach for
the first time in his life.
Dr. L. W. Carlin, now of
Fulton, was still at it Saturday
night. He has been a Baptist
preacher for 55 of his 90 years,
but age has not slowed him.
He'll reach 81 in September.
Since be preached his first
sermon on that hot July night in
Ruthville, Tenn., seven miles
soutkof Fulton, Dr. Carlin has
put on some mileage and has
maintained another noteworthy
streak.
Only one time in the last 55
years—in the late 1920's when
he contracted the three-day
measles—has he missed being
in church on Sunday morning.
Dr. Carlin's evangelizing has
taken him all over the South,
the Southwest and as far north
as Michigan. Since 1965,
however, be knows roughly how
far his work has taken him.
In that year, on his 70th birthday, his congregation at
Bellview Baptist Church in
Hendron gave him a new Dodge
automobile. Since, he's piled up
200,000 miles and relatives say
his car is as healthy as he
seems to be.
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missioe here called Third
Street Baptist Chapel.
The mission subsequently
became Calvary
Baptist
Church, and the pastor LA in his
eighth year there despite
maintaining a residence in
Fulton. He sometimes makes
the round trip between here and
Fulton every day of the week.
He first came to Bellview in
1928 after studying at the HallMoody Institute in Martin,
Tin.—ciair the site of the,
University of Tennessee at
Martin. He studied for four
years at the West Kentucky
Baptist Bible College in
Murray, and later in his career
had the doctor of divinity
award bestowed upon him by
Lexington Baptist College.
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All
Sales
Cash

A one-day workshop for
bosses and secretaries of
Murray and the surrounding
area, is being planned for
early fall.
An Image Committee has
been appointed by president
Faye Wells, CPS. Linda
Myhill is chairman of this
committee and serving with
her will be Becky Armstrong,
Bettye Baker, Patsy Dyer,
Melva- Holt, Doris Rowland
and Neva Grey Allbritten.
New members voted into the
Murray Chapter were Martha
Hodges, Mayre R. Palmer and
Marie Tillman.
The August 23rd meeting
will be held at North Branch,
Peoples Bank with Bill Boyd,
president, as speaker.

patching
material
is
DEAR ABBY: When I was 17 I had a baby girl out of
washable, pre-ehrunk and
colorfast. • — Doi* -Roper, wedlock. I gave her up for adoption because her father
couldn't marry me. (He was married.)
Mayfield.
,
1
I became a registered nurse and subsequently married a
It is very inaportant that the
+++
•
very fine physician. We seemed unable to have children, so
1
father provide the means of
Flower arrangements stay we adopted a baby girl. Within
Dr. Carlin and his wife, Mrs.
a year I gave birth to a baby
1
livelihood for the family at their best longest when
girl. Two more children followed.
Flora
Lee Newton Carlin, have
where he can. It is important flowers have been cut and
1
I have never forgotten the baby I gave away, but I hope
been married 62 years and have
that he take active part in the hardened before arranging. with all my heart she does not seek me
out. The woman who
three living children and seven
decisions which affect the Select flowers in the best stage adopted her and raised her from infancy is the only mother
grandchildren. Two children
budget and the lives of the for cutting. Chrysanthemums she's ever known and is her "real" mother in every sense of
are deceased.
1
word.
members of his family. It is are best for cutting before the the
I know, because I am also the mother of an adopted child
also very important that he flower has fully
bloomed;
share in the responsibilities of roses before the buds open; whom I love every bit as much as my biological children. If
discipline where it is needed. gladioli when the first flower my adopted daughter were to seek out her biological
mother, deep down I would be crushed.
And it is important that he opens; peonies before
the
If my biological daughter were to suddenly locate me, I
spend time and play with his petals unfold. Cut flowers can see
nothing but problems for her, me, my family and the
children as they grow older. It either in the early morning
or parents who adopted her.'
would be hard to put too much late evening, with a share,
I realize that all adopted children are curious about their
stress on the importance of knife rather than shears. biological parents, but in satisfying their curiosity, they are
Dr. Carlin, who in 1966 ended
- •
these actions on the part of the Make cuts on the slant.
two stays at Bellview that
They bound to open up a lot of wounds and create many
problems.
father. But if the father waits absorb water more
spanned 37 years, began to rill
.
rapidly cut
I think one set, of parents is enough fur any child. What
in as pastor of a Bellview
until his children are old on the slant since
there is do you think. Abby?
enough to play ball, to do more surface to absorb
water.
-BOTH SIDES
homework, or go fishing Immerse sterns
in water
South Seas Delight
„
before he spends time with immediately after
cutting.
DEAR BOTH: I agree.
Add this hot South Seas
them, he is going to overlook Woody stems should
be split or
Sandwich to your speedy
the most important years so pounded from
CONFIDENTIAL TO"INFORMATION,PLEASE" IN
one to two insupper list It's a quick-tofar as his influence on them is ches above the
make meat mixture that goes
cut for better RENO: It is not necessary to sign your name or include an
concerned. — Mrs. Sue absorption. Stems that
drip, address to have your letter appear in my column. And yeah., into a hot dog bun. Simply
Fraser, Bardwell.
such as do those of peonies and all letters are held in the strictest of confidence. A personal ".• combine 1 12-ounce can of
leecheon meat, chopped or
+++!
dahlias, should be seared in a reply will be sent to those who enclose a stamped, addressed
groirrid, with 14 cup each
Many
superstitions flame or dipped in beling envelope. My address: P.O Box #69700, Les Angeles, Calif.
chopped green pepper and
90069.
surround the 17-year cicades water. Remove
Our Hostess'
all foliage
pared cucumber. Moisten
which have appeared in from stem sections
Gifts and InEveryone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
that will be
with a mixture of 14 cup
sections of the state this year under water. Let
reply,
write
ABBY:
to
formation
69700,
Box
L.A.,
No.
Calif.
90069.
are
mayonnaise, 2 tablespoons
blooms
and none are-more whimsical harden in water
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
the Key to Your
catsup, 1 teaspoon Ajernon
up to their
than that which- hplds that in necks. Leave them
juice and L.,. teaspoon WorNew Community
in over"locust year" it is -unsafe to night, if possible.
cestershire sauce; spread beAin. Kafkrys Carliaad
— Mildred
tween halves of f. buns.
Mew 153-3079
pick and eat wild black- Potts, LaCenter.
Tightly wrap each bun in
berries. Entomologists concur
+++
foil and heat in a hot oven
that both jarflies which are
Sprucing up and adding on
(400°F.) or on a grill over
Frances
Drake
with us every year, and to your older
home may be a
ash-covered coals for about
cicadas
that
come wiser and better investment
10 minutes.
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 11,1rf
periodically, are absolutely today than buying
Look in the section in which project; find out if you have all
a new
harmless except for drilling home. The wise
your birthday comes and find the necessary data, and if this is
homeowner
holes in tender tree limbs. It is today is taking
what your outlook is, according the best time for it. Discretion
steps toward
to the stars.
a fact, however, and as any improving for
needed.
energy sake.
SAGMARIUS
blackberry picker knows, that Bigger is not
necessarily
ARMS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
stink bugs habitually sip ripe better. It's
smart to be energy
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may now be able to find
blackberry juice and often conscious. It's
Some of your . future ob- the solution to a problem which
estimated that
make the berries unpalatable. a house with no
jectives are now taking shape has been bothering you for some
insulation can
So far all concerned or those be insulated and
but there's a warning, never- time — and in a surprisingly
pay for the
theless: Don't attempt too much easy manner.
fearful of eating blackberries job in two years
with the
and don't make premises you CAPRICORN
this year because of locusts, savings on heating
bills. —
cannot possibly fulfill.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
discard the old superstition. Juanita Amonett,
At These Theatres
Paducah.
TAURUS
Good Saturn influences
To uphold it is to be deprived
All Seats ,
(Apr.
+++
21 to May 11)
stimulate your skills and
One Dollae
of a lot of good jelly, jam and
You may think you have a capabilities. You should feel
To remove mildew from
cobbler pie. — Mrs. Patricia leather goods,
project
under
control,
rolling
enthusiaetic
about
the
way
wipe with a
briskly. Better take another things go now
Curtsinger, Benton.
cloth wrung out of dilute
look for hidden flaws — AQUARIUS
+++
alcohol (1 cup denatured or
anything that could mean time, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Time saver: Take clean rubbing alcohol
to 1 cull,. ,
effort lost.
glars indicate that you could
dishes from the dishwasher or water). Di-y in a
current of air. - GEMINI
now strike out for a higher goal.
drainer and set the table for If -mildew remains
(May 22 to June 21)
You may- have to take a difwash the
the next meal. Then store thick suds
You will probably be called ferent route to achieve it, but
of a mild soap or
upon
to
help
persons with the new avenue could be a
what's left. -- Judy Het- detergent, saddle
soap, or a
overstimulated emotions, to better one.
terman, Hickman.
soap containing a germicide
assuage hurt feelings. Be your PISCES
+++
X
or fungicide. Then wipe with a
understanding self.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
C
.
Colorfully. different or damp cloth
CANCER
and dry in an airy
Objectivity and foresight will
matched applique patches add place. Polish
'.41 to Bus Rt
be day's prime requirements
leather shoes (June V to July 23)
new life to work or play and luggage
Admonitions for this day: Be Do not be coerced into deals or
with a good wax
I
Thru
Wed. I
careful if handling joint funds of activities which you would not
clothing with worn knees or dressing.
— Maxine Griffin,
any kind. Don't get involved in normally consider.
elbows. Be *ire choice of Clinton.
risky speculation. and DO avoid
extravagance.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LED
endowed with a dynamic per(July 24 to Aug. 23)
sonality, lofty ambitions and
Certain dilenvias and ob- unusually strong qualities of
stacles will not be as difficult to leadership. You are extremely
handle as you may think. Don't gregarious and high-spirited
by William M. Boyd
;
let them keep you from ap- are magnanimous by nature
preciating your advantages.
In 1883, a five-cent piece showed
and, in your climb to success,
VIRGO
a "V" for five but no word "cenoften bring others along with
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
you in remarkable fashion
ts." Confidence men gold-plated
Your judgment a bit cloudy Leoites make extraordinarily
them and passed them off as $5
now, so make no major dad- brilliant executives, able trial
gold pieces. Later, the word
skins and, above all, don't lawyers and politicians, highly
"cents" was added.
Launch any new undertakings. Imaginative artists and writers,
LIBRA
and are skilled in prectically all
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 'Oen
branches of the entertainment
Matters of minor importance field. You are extremely
'If you add just a little to your savings account on a
may blow up out of of proportion generous to those whom you
a
rattfalEgd
regular basis, it will soon add up to a lot.
— unless YOU call a halt. Your love, but often try to run their
121S.
quicksilver intuition and per- lives in return. Curb this trail
to Oa,
ceptiveness should be a help. Learn to give for the sheer joy
"Texas Chainsaw Massacre
f,
/BANIE
of giving. Birthdate of; Leo
'
Titre Wed.
Each feature Shown Once
Member FDIC
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Durocher,
baseball
player,
MURRAYNT.
Think twice before em- coach and manager; Keenan
barking on any new plan or Wynn, film actor
1

Ali Summer

1

honoree, Mrs. Chesley Wilson
and Mrs. Osro Butterworth,
grandmother of the groomelect, Mrs. Ohs Beach, and
great grandmother of the
honoree, Mrs. Chlora Farmer,
all were presenied corsages of
white gardenias.
The honoree, along with the
hostesses, opened her many
gifts which were placed on the
tables overlaid with yellow
cloths.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, mints, and nuts were
served from crystal appointments at the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with
-a white lace cloth and centered with an arrangement of
yellow roses, snap dragons,
and baby's breath, flanked
with two white doves carrying
out the wedding theme.
As the many guests arrived
throughout the afternoon,they
were
entertained
with
selections on the piano played
by Mrs. Oneida White.
Presiding at the guest
register were Mrs. Anna Mae
McCage and Mrs. has Wilson.
The register table was
overlaid
with
a
white
crocheted lace cloth and
centered with a bud vase of
yellow roses and baby's
breath accented with a bridal
figurine. Other arrangements
of yellow roses, snap dragons,
and baby's breath were placed
throughout the room.

Murray Members Pass
Exams, CP Secretaries

Price

MOVIES IN MURRAY14

4

DANK NOTES

IP%

Showcase
By Pass
Murryi,Ky.
Hours: 10:00a.m.-5.-.30 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

PEOPLE

scottno

t

kelp
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Mrs. Harlan Hodges
Speaker For Women

a

r,

d,

Mrs. Harlan Hcxigeswas the
guest saker at the general
meeting of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held on Tuesday, July 6, at ten
a.m. in the Hale Chapel of the
Church.
Qr. James A. Fisher opened
the meeting with prayer.
Conference treasurer's report
was by Mrs. Cortez Byers and
local treasurer's report by
Mrs. Carl Harrison. Minutes
were read and the count of
members of circles was by
Miss Roberta Whitnah with
the Faith Doran Circle having

A's

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

the highest number present.
Mrs. Hodges, introduced by
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,presented
a most interesting review of
the book, ANGELS, ANGELS,
GOD'S SECRET AGENTS by
Billy Graham. She presented
the review in her most
talented manner.

Monday,July 26
Art exhibit of paintings by
David Brown, Murray, will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, and continue through August 6.

Executive Council Of Calloway
Hrgh FHA Chapter Has Meeting

Tuesday,July 27
Watermelon Feast for
students, faculty and staff of
Murray State University will
The Executive Council of
be from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on
the Calloway County High
the west lawn ofOakhurst'
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
Wednesday,July 1:8
Bowling for Senior Citizens Wednesday, July 21, at one
will be at Corvette Lanes at p.m. in the home economics
department of the school.
1:30pm.
Vickie Carraway presided
Activities for Senior Citizens at the meeting. The officers
at North 2nd Street Com- practiced the rituals for
munity Center will be at 1:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:30
a.m. for transportation.

opening and closing the
meetings, and discussed the
duties of various committees.
Following the meeting a
La Leche League will meet
committee meeting was held
Sixty persons werc present.
at the home of Ann McKee',
at two p.m.
The closing prayer was led by
1500 Henry,at 7:30 p.m.
Officers and their comMrs. Milton Jones, president.
mittees planned the upcoming
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
The Executive board met at
activities for the new year.
p.m.
at
First
nine a.m., followed by a coffee 7:30
The advisors, Mrs. Bess
served in the library by the Presbyterian Church.
Kerlick and Miss Lucy
Wesleyan Circle.
Forrest, attended the meeting
istan Hainsworth will be
along with the following ofhonored at a farewell service
ficers: Vickie Carraway,
at 5:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Janet
Murdock,
Goi1
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Smotherman, Renee Tobey,
Ladies day luncheon will be
Latter-Day Saints, Sycamore served at Murray Country
5aleryl Jewell,' Nancy Murand 15th Streets,' Murray. Club at noon with Mrs. Ronnie
dock, Debbie Brooks, Tina
The
Bessie
nicker Circle of Eldridge, Kim Edwards,
Friends and relatives are Babb as chairman of the
and
the First United Methodist Jana
invited to attend.
Hopkins.
hostesses.
Church Women met at the
Tuesday,July 27
home of Mrs. H.T. Waldrop on
Open House will be held at
Women of Oaks Country Tuesday,
July 13, at 9:30 a.m.
the Calloway County Library Club will have a luncheon at
Mrs. Fil Boston, chairman,
from seven to nine p.m. The noon with Laura Parker and
led the opening prayer and
.Ss.- SSSSSSSSS: By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS,:;:;:;:4.:444.:44.:•:•>:•:•::i new
facilities will be shown Mable Rogers as chairmen of
presided at the meeting.
I read a good tip a few days on the proper way to water and special guests will
be in the hostesses.
The
Rangers
and
Mrs. Thomas L. Pitts was
ago to help in potting your flowers. I think we all know attend/nee.
the guest speaker and she Rangerettes of the Woodmen
Wednesday,July 28
cuttings. So many of the how, but we don't always
plastic pots have holes so big follow the rules. Some of the
weaving brought books from the of the, World, ages 8-15, will go
Handloom
Murray Star Chapter No.
that the fine potting soil drips suggestions:
9:30 church library and gave to Mammoth Cave National
from
will
workshop
be
1. Learn to recognize 433 OES Past Matrons and a.m. to four p.m. at Empire sketches of the books and Park on Wednesday,July X.
through. To help this, line the
The buses will leave the
bottom of the pot with a couple symptoms of dryness, like Past Patrons Club will have a Farm, Land Between the authors to acquaint the
Murray
Municipal Parking lot
of thicknesses of newspaper; witlting of the leaves or soil patio potluck supper at the Lakes. Pre-register.
members with the books in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
promptly at 6:30, a.m. and
the water can drain through very dry.
library.
2. Water thoroughly to Jackson at 6:30 p.m. Call 753but it holds the soil back.
Guests were Mrs. Pitts, return to the same lot at 9:30
1770, June Crider, for inSo .many plants can be encourage deep rooting
Mrs. Maurice Humphreys, p.m. Each one should bring a
program
Color
slide
on
3. Try to keep water off formation.
trimmed back and the cutKentucky's Fishing Bonanza Mrs. Milton Jones, and Mrs. jacket as the cave is
tings used to start new plants leaves as much as possible,
sometimes cool.
Station, Land James A. Fisher.
Dexter Senior Citizens will will be at Center
I would rather do this than especially roses.
The
circle
Lakes,
will
at
Between
two
not
the
meet
in
keep the old plant The new .4. Mulching out around the meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
August and the September
p.m.
ones are better shaped and roots of .the plants will keep Dexter Community Center.
meeting will be a field trip ta
start new blooms in a very few the soil cooler and prevent
Rangers and Rangerettes of the Reelfoot Mission.
weeks. .There is a lot of...ppid evaporation
Ellis Center will be open
WOW, ages 8-15, will go to --1Mrs. Fisher led the closing
summer weather yet, but the ,
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
One suggestion that
Mammoth Cave leaving the prayer.
seedlings have time to make
made,I don't agree with. That -Senior Citizens.
Municipal Parking lot at 6:30
nice plants before coldwas
to waterts in the
and returning at 9:30
weather.
Murray TOPS Club will p.m.
morning. I prefer to water
Please
take a jacket.
a.m.
It might be wise to begin
them in the afternoon when meet at seven p.m. at the
checking your evergreens for there
July 21, 1976
is no sun to immediately Immanuel Lutheran Church.
bagworms. It is much easier
Thursday,
July
no
Adults 126
begin drawing the moisture
to get them as they appear
--Women's Tennis A Group of Nursery 5
back up. But we learn by
Day
Camp
Children
for
than to wait until they have
doing, and everyone's soil is will be at nine a.m. at Murray Country Club will not
begun to denude the arbor different
play today.
NEWBORN
and requires dif- Memorial Baptist Church.
vitas and spruces The only ferent amount of
ADMISSIONS
water.
way to be sure they are gone, However,
these general rules Eva Wall Mission Group of
is to pick them off one by one.,
Baby Boy..,Smitb (mother
are helpful.
Memorial Baptist Church will
and put them in the garbage • If you want to plan'
Cynthia ), Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby
some meet with Thyra Crawford at
can or burn them In the long perennial
Girl Scott (mother Diane), 506
seed, like shasta two p.m.
run it is the easiest way.
E. Wood,Paris, Tenn.
Daisies, Poppies, or canDid you know you could still dytuft, now is the time.
DISMISSALS
They
Betty Shepard was the
plant Marigold seed or Zin- will have time develop into Murray Quota Club will
Mrs. Eloise Lee, Box 97,
to
nias? They will bloom- before strong plants .before cold meet at twelve noon at the medalist for the championship Hardin, Mrs. Mary Hen5.•
flight at the ladies day golf
frk if planted in a sunny spot. weather and be ready to 'Mangle Inn.
drickson, Rt. 2, Benton,
play held Wednesday, July 22,
And usually the fall display is bloom
next
summer.
Thomas Blair, Rt. 1, Farthe most luxuriant, as the Perennials,
at the Oaks Country'.'Club.
once planted
mington, Robert Hoke, Rt. 1,
Women's Aglow Fellowshlb
colors seem to be brighter at never have
Virginia
Jones had second low
to be plante( will metit at Ken-par Resort at
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Green
that time of the year.
again. They come up yea. 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Gene net.
and Baby Boy,4I•6 W. 12th St.,
I was interested in an article after year
In
the
-first
flight
Burlene Benton,
to give pleasure. Carter of Hazel as speaker
Mrs. Donna Mosley,
Brewer was named winner
Rt. 2, Box 96 A, Murray, Mrs.
after a scorecard match after
To have your best FLORIDA VACATION
UFO "Un-Frightened tying with Jeannie Morgan Patricia Johnson, 115 Spruce
_
Observers," an evening of and Nell Tacked. Lashlee St., Murray, Mrs. Margie
mail coupon to
Birdsong, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
stargazing, will meet at Silo Foster has low net.
Geneva
Butler, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Overlook,
Land Between the
Mary Jane Key was winner
Floricis
Robert White, 703 Walnut,
Lakes, at eight p.m.
of the second flight with low
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Minnie PitP.O Box 951. Clermont, Fla. 32711
net going to Freda Steely.
tman, New Concord, Mrs.
Seniors at Calloway County
Send us your free color brochure right awayl
Golf hostess for the day was
Eula Doherty, Rt. 1, Murray,
High School will have their Carita Lamb.
Lee Gingles, 511 S. 13th St.,
pictures taken for the yearName
Murray, Mrs. Addle Swatzell,
book from 8:39 a.m. to four
Address
Rt. 1, Cadiz, Mrs. Beulah
p.m. at the Holiday Inn, Country Club Will
City
State,2Jp
.1
Wicker, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Murray.

Bessie Tucker
Circle Meets,

Down the

Waldrop Home

arden Path

WOW Groups
Plan Trip

L

ly
at
te
In

In

Hospital Report

Ve

Mrs. Shepard

Golf Medalist

erktonNalaffe•of
Vi

so,a
84 Family Villas for the price of a pistil nsm

Vacation viiiage 4 difteeentAS rustic
resort of charrnipg 4-room villas.
Set beside skyAllue Lake Louisa
In Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the tun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,
room for 8 to 8. Bike-trails,
olymptc-sized pool.

uI

Winners Named And
Lineups Are Listed

[hi. Murrev
Ledger p Tines
_

Reservations: Call C.ollecit
004-3114-40111

Hold Luncheon
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet at six p.m. at
the pool of Loretta Jobs for a
swim party with Cynthia Hart
as cohostess
Outdoor concert by MSU
Summer Band, directed by
Prof. Paul Shahan, will be at
six p.m. on the lawn behind
the library.

Daily from
'$2r
For The
Entire
Family

Woodland
Ferns and
Mosses, two mile walk to
discover unusual plants, will
start at Hematite Lake, Land
Between the Lakes, at 2:30

The women of the Murray
Country Club will have a
ladies day luncheon Wednesday, July 22, with Mrs
Ronnie Babb as luncheon
chairman.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Eli Alexander, W
A. Franklin, Buford Hurt,
Walter Jones, Gene Maddox,
Galen Thurman, Jr., James
Geer, Bill Hina, Lawrence
Philpot, Kenneth Purcell, and
Scott Seiber.
Activities,

Oaks

Club, Are Planned
The Oaks Country Club
women will have a ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday, July
28, with Laura Parker and
Mabel Rogers as chairmen of
the hostesses.
Also serving as hostesses
will be Margot McIntosh,
Lenore Ligon, Sue Smith,
Amber Howard, Sue Outland.
Betty Gore, Betty McCord,
Frances Buchanan, Karen
Pricer, Carolyn Light, Eileen
Herman, Carolyn Lane, Geri
Andersen, Linda Feltner.
Mary Alice Humphreys.
Rosemary Graham, Susan
Hargrove, Ann Thompson.
Mary Jane Key, Sybil
Williams, Annette 'Danner.
Beryl Whaley, Rebecca
Dublin, and Margaret Taylor
Golf will be at 9:30 a. m
with Carolyn Caldwell as the
hostess on the No. 10 Tee, and
bridge will also be at 9:30 a
m. with Ruth Brandon ac
hostess.

[GospelMeeting
at

Mount Olive
Church ofChtist
Jdy 25-31
7:45p.m.

Don Hall- EOangelist
Billy Irvan-Song Director
Singing
Sunday • July 25
2:30 p.m.

Singing
Sunday, July 25
2:30 p.m.
•

Don't worry when the under
sides of metal lids on your car
ning jars darter). Natural coin
pounds lit some foods corrode
the metal and cause this. Use
new 144a when you are puttinli
up foods again

DAR Distirct
Meeting At
Henderson
The First District of the
Kentucky Society of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Aug. 6 at
St. Paul's Episcopal pariah
house, No. 5 South Green St, in
Henderson.
Host chapters will be:
General Samuel Hopkins,
Henderson; Henpy Helm Floyd,
Morganfield; Capt. William
Rowan, Livermore.
Mrs. Morgan Cardwell,
district director from
Russellville, will be in charge
of the meeting.
Overnight lodging may be
reserved at the Holiday Inn,
U.S. 41 North, at Henderson
42420
The price of the luncheon will
be $3.50. lAmcheon reservations
should be made with Mrs C
Bayard Walters, 226 Cardinal
Lane,Henderson, by Aug.3.

COOKING;
IS FUN'

Ladles Day Golf was leld
-Wednesday, July 21, at the
Murray Country Club with
Alice Purdom serving as golf
hostess.
Winners for the dl were:
Championship flight, lieverly
Parker, medalist and Carol
Hibbard and Evelyn Jones
tied for low net.
Toni Hopson had low gross
in the first flight and Nell
Roach and Margaret Shuffett
•tied for low net.
Lou Doran and Jane Fitch
tied for low gross in the second
flight and Urbena Koenon had
low net.
In the renewal flight Doris
Cella had low gross and
Norma Frank and Judy
Muehleman tied for lot putts.
Cindy Ashby was medalist
for the beginner's flight:
Vickie Baker and Jo Benson
tied for low putts.
Betty Scott will be the golf
hostess for Wedneaday. July
28th and any one listed in the
line-up who is unable to play,
please call Mrs. Scott at 7630257.
The line-up is as follows:
Championship Flight,
number one tee, 9:45 a.m.
Carol Hibbard, Beverly
Parker, Betty Lowry 'Ind
Euvie Mitchell.
9:50 a.m. — Veneta Sexton,
Evelyn Jones, Phyllis Kalb.
9:55 a.m. — Betty Jo rMs‘
darn, Frances Hulse, .Jetlene
Sullivan.

.First flight, number one tee,
9:31) a.m. — Betty Stewart,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Inus
Orr,Cathryn Garrott.
9:35 am.
Euldene
Robinson, Alice Purdom and
Nell Roach.
9:40 a.m. — Betty Hunter,
Toni Hopson, Fah a Alexander.
Second flight, number ,one
tee, 9 a.m. Edith Garrison,
Urbena Koenon, Jane Fitch,
Lou Doran.
9:06 a.m. — Jean Doxsee,
Chris Graham, Louise Lamb,
Diane Villanova.
9:10 a.m. — Beverly Spann,
Nancy Fandrich, Patsy
Miller, Dorothy Fike.
9:20 a.m. — Anna. Mary
Adams and Rowena Cullom.
Renewal Flight, number
four tee.9 a.m. — Doris Cella,
Judy Muehlernan, Norma
Frank and Pam Mavitz.
9:06 a.m. — Mary Watson,
Ruth Wilson, Eva Morris,
Beth Relate.
9:10 a.m. — Lavern Ryan,
Jennie Hutson, Ruby Poole,
Eddith May Outland.
9:15 a.m. — Sandra Smith,
Kitty Freeman, June; Wallis,
Mary Overby.
Begltuier4. Flight, number
six tee - 9 a.m. Cindy Ashby,
Vickie Biker, Jo Benson and
Janice Howe.
9:10
a.m.
—
Pat
McReynolds, Lorraine
Maggard, Clara Ingram,
Polly Garland.

If we didn't
hold down
our own costs,
we could
hardly ask
others to hold
down theirs.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we work very
hard to hold down our own administrative costs. As a
result of our efforts, year in and year out, we assure a
high return of dues income to our members in the form
of health care benefits.
And because we work hard to keep our own costs low,
we don't hesitate to ask it of others. We work with doctors
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of
health care and to help find ways to keep them contained.
You can help, too, by using health care services wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your doctor
says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need ori-afi outpatient basis. lryou are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary.
If we aft work together, we can help prevent unnecessary
increases in the cost of health care.
$250,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered.
Complete and mail coupon today to see if you are eligible.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Kentucky

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

FAMILY DINNER
Fish Fillets

Potatoes

Creamy Kale
Salad
Ice Cream
CREAMY KALE
Quick and easy -sr
good.
oun
10-ounce package
ehoPPed kale
sl teaspoon sugar
is cup sour cream
Salt and pepper to taste
Cook the kale according to
package directibris; drain. Add
the sugar, sour cream and salt
and pepper; reheat. Makes 4

servings.

2 Reg Mark Blue Cross Assn

It' National Association of Blue Shield Plans

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky 9901 Linn
Station Road, Louisville Kentucky 40223 Please send me, without obligation.
InfOrmation on health care benefits and eligibiitty requirements
WWI%
Name
I am a Blue Cross and Blue Shield member.;
Address
Certificate No
0 Interested in improving my benefits
City
Zip
0 Getting married
Eenpioyed by(Company Nam')
I am interested in
0 rn* Nongroup Program
The Medicare Supplement Program
0 Forming an employee group
Company Addrbss
0 The Student Program
Cl 8250.000 Maio, Medical Coverage
Farm Bureau Members, Please See Your Farm Bureau Agent

o

L_ _ _
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We Just Love
Our S- tate

Kentuckians love Kerituc10, -Keys to the perennial success
that's who baby.
of Kentucky parks are
An apt assessment is to note reasonable rates, good service
that of the 29 million or so who and planned activities for the
visited Kentucky State parks guests.
last year more than 41 per cent
The food is generally tasty,
were Kentuckians.
with local dishes on the menu,
And a prime reason for this and overnight accomodations
borne hearth romance is one in the lodges range from $15.50
7itnother. Scenery is of course for a single person or $22 for
:the major tourist and travel two persons. One-bedroom cotIlraw, even
with Corn- tages are as low as $20 and up to
ponwealth
natives. But $26.50.
another foremost incentive is
Parks officials haven't quite
hospitality.
figured out why there seemS to
•'Our state parks are not only • be no relation between gasoline
the finest in the nation, they are fuel consumption. of the
resort without being exotic," traveler and travel itself. But
explains Maryann Kohler, there is apparently none.
liason for parks information.
Popularity per se ,could have
This is another way of saying something to do with parks adtravel as such, even including vertising, such as Kohler does.
the majority Kentuckians, is Twenty-nine
national
still Kentucky's third-largest magazines, 37 metropolitan
business behind agriculture newspapers besides television
and dial mining, and brought in and radio, most wit,Pin 1 500$893 million last year with a mile radius of Kentucky, were
goal of a billion dollars this utilized last year.
year.
Kentucky parks exploit that
they are within a day's drive of
How's buSifiess?
Specifically for the state park "36 states and Canada."
The parks visitor season is
system it is continuing to grow
— and is good. Central Parks long in Kentucky, not as long,
Service reservation! for 1976 possibly as Florida, but long. In
are a third better than 1975. fact many parks employes feel
Land Between The Lakes visits-- that the most pleasant visitor
are up a whopping 51 per cent S- easOn is after the peak Aprilover last year. Cumberland- October period, and even in
!;)merset area visits have winter when 11 or 12 of the 15
escalated 10 per cent this year. major State Resort Parks
Similar increases are being remain open.
Stratton reveals, for intabulated by parks statisticians
stance, that a group of
in other regions.
One popular state park in the astrologists plan to come to
I,BL western Kentucky area, Cumberland Falls State Park
for example, drew a mere Six in November to try to see the
falls' moonbow there.
znillion last year.
Parks people pitch for
q•10 other state visits come
pywhere near reflecting the business at some 30 sports,
esteem of Kentuckians to their vacation and travel shows each
:i.own state parks, naturally, but year in America. Indeed, the
>Olio,
Indiana,
Illinois, Department of Public InMichigan, Tennessee, Missouri formation is to set up, with the
d East Virginia send influxes Department of Commerce of
Kentucky,a European office.
thousands.
Brochures —liawking it;
"We're pretty well booked up tribute
s
of
the
Comrough Labor Day," discloses monweal
th's travel magnets
ollette Stratton, of parks total
about more than 5/
1
2
reservations at Frankfort. This million
a year.
, doesn't mean, however, that a
There is no one reason Kenpeak season overnight resertucky state parks are wellvation is impossible before the
attended. Camping facilities
snow flies.
are among the recent reasons.
She suggests that short- Senior
citizens get special
notice weekenders try Thurreduced rates in this aspect.
sday or Friday to pick up a
And they use it, too. After all,
possible
cancellation. many "senior citizens"
are in
Metropolitan northern Kentheir sixties and are interested
. tuckians may call Parks Cenin much more than the card
ral Reservations Service at
.7trankfort via a local telephone game, Rook. Fishing, a high
participation avocation of all
number, 261-2643. Any Kenages, is coincident with parks
tuckian may telephone 1-800362location and growth. Most of
2961. There is no telephone
the principal parks are located
_
charge.
on or near water.

t

Consumer Comments

Some Herbicides
Are Misrepresented
The growing season is here again
to insure a good yield, Kentucky
jarmers must use herbicides to check
:-.*
. eed and grass growth. It has been.
:-.1ound, however, that certain herbicides
Ain
market
the
are
being
:tylisrepresented in both function and
Several of these herbicides are being
::Offered for sale over the telephone.
..,:ibescribed as a new chemical which can
iliminate all your weed problems for
Qe entire crop year, the product does
'-itot meet the claims made in the sales
;pitch. The chemicals are not effective
:fan every weed and grass and are not
:2-Intended for the full crop Year. Because
‘:.:Atie false claims are made over the
lephone and are not in writing, the
gi$uyer cannot do much when later he
siscovers that the herbicides are Inended for uses contraty to those named
the sales pitch.
Another deceptive practice takes
)lace when the name of the herbicide is
1-khanged to give the prospective buyer
he impression that he is buying some
bew "wonder" chemical. Often the
farmer purchases the herbicide at a

price that is much higher than that of
the same chemical under a different
name. Before buyink .9 new chemical
herbicide, check with a reputable
dealer and seek advice.
To preLvent these deceptive and
misleadirg practices from happer.ing
to you, follow these precautions:
1. Avoid doing business over the
telephone.
2. Make sure you have everything in
writing.
3. Find out the chemical composition
of the herbicide and check its price
against other products of the same
composition.
4. Be cautious about any deal offering
the "price of a lifetime."
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
General, Division of Consumer
Protection, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40801:
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
If you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The numlier is 1800-372-2960.

Agree Or Not

hEARTUN

The Horrors
Of Bureaucracy

•

t,ux

S. C. Van Curon
VAN CURON
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
Headline: I hve just turned 65 years
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
old and I am going on Medicare. I have
FRANKFORT—Everyone has
the employe for the taxi expense.
answer questions and solve problems
varicose veins in my legs and I must
heard at least one horror story of the
In relating the story, the agency
fast. If you have a question or a wear
bureaucracy federal, state or local
special surgical hosiery for this
official shook his head in wonderment
problem not answered In these condition.
turning the best intentions of elected
Will Medicate help me pay
at what the bureaucratic mind can
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
for these now that I am on this
officials into nightmares for the
*create and said, "It really was a good
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
program? —F.K.
citizens. It happens, of course, more
idea at first."
citizens will receive prompt replies, but,
Answer: No. Neither surgical hosiery
often on the federal level, where
Another state employe recently,
you must include a stamped, sel0
nor orthopedic stockings are covered
faceless bureaucrats write the
discovered the new system will
addressed envelope. The most useful
by Medicare. For anyone who is turning
regulations that implement legislation
probably cost the taxpayers more than
replies will be printed in this column.
65 and going on Medicare or for
from the President or Congress.
the old, less controled operation of state
Heartline: Since I'm receiving
someone who is already on Medicare,
The most notorious case occured only
vehicles.
Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
Heartline has developed its own
recently,
when an official of the U.S.
A wey-intention orollary attempt to
do I have to advise Social Security that
Headline's "Guide to_Medicare." This
Department of Health, Education and
keep 'Closer watch on the state's
I just moved in with my son and his
book is in large print, easy-toWelfare „ruled that well-letended
wife? — J. R. B.
gasoline expenses has resulted in the
understand question and answer form
legislation
barring discrimination
Answer: Yes, an' change in your
requirement that employes buy
and it covers the entire Medicare
prohibits
schools from having fatherliving arrangements should be
gasoline at a state highway garage
program.
son or mother-daughter events.
promptly reported to Social Security as
when they are traveling.
At
least
in this singular case, the
it may affect your benefit amount.
To receive a copy of this book send
Recently, the employe spent nearly
President read of the opinion, got
Social Security also needs to know your $1.50 to Heartline's -Guide 'to
an hour of working time on several
hopping
mad
and
ordered the HEW to
new _addien to insure correct Delivery Medicare," 8514 N. Main Street,
occasions searching out the local highstart acting like it was made up of
of your check.
Dayton, Ohio 45415. The book has
way garage only to . discover the
rational
people.
Headline: I am already rkeiving money back guarantee so if you are not
garages
do not have pumps containing
A similar overreaction is occuring
Black .Lung benefits. Why piipuld I satisfied, mail it back to Headline and
lead-free gasoline for new automobiles.
here as a result of Gov. Julian Carroll's
refile for the Department of Labor your money will be refunded. Please
The employe was told to -do what
long-needed attempt to reform and
Black Lung benefits? T. F.
allow 30 days for delivery.
4 strictly regulate use of state-owned 'everybody else is doing" and put lead
Answer: There are advantages and
Headline: I am a widow and receive
gasoline in the tank.
automobiles by State employes.
disadvantages to refiling, depending a widow's pension from the Railroad
Other state workers are being adThe Governor annowed his inupon your particular circumstances. Retirement Board. I have met a man
vised to simply stay away an extra
tention to clean up the use of state cars
You may be also getting State Work-.and we plan to get married in
night at the state's expense of course
earlier this year. Some 300 automobiles
men's Compensation which causes your November. Will this affect my railroad
rather than attempt to drive a state car
bearing the state seal were assigned to
Social Security Black Lung benefits to retirement widow's pension? — I. L. H.
back to Frankfort late at night.
cabinet secretaries, commissioners
be reduced. There is no reduction M --- Answer:- Any widow who is receiving
Thire might be a certain satisfaction
and ranking aides in the Governor's
your Department of Labor benefits a widow's pension from the United
that or once the bureaucrats are
Office.
because you are receiving Workmen's States Railroad Retirement Board and
having the nightmares, but it is said
Mr. Carroll ordered that only in the
Compensation — unless the Workmen's remarries will lose her entire pension.
that the Governor had a good idea, put
rare cases in which a car is essential to
Compensation was awarded for Black Even if your second marriage ended in
it into motion and this is the sort of
the performance of a job will employes
Lung. However, your Social Security a divorce or your second husband died,
thing that results. But, it seems to be
be assigned vehicles full time. These
disability would be offset some, you still would not be able to collect
the way government operates and even
will be rigorously supervised by the
depending upon your former earnings,
your first husband's railroad pension.
governors sometimes have no control
secretaries of transportation and
over what happens.
•
finance.
Business Mirror
The Governor's intention was to put a
stop to the all-too common practice of
finding state cars at shopping centers,
Rebecca Hendon, Andrea Kemper.
restaurants and bars or the country
Kathy Rayburn of University High
and
club long after the 4:30 p.m. closing
School are attending the first annual
time for state government.
It was and still is an admirable idea, newspaper workshop being held at
Murray State University.
but the bureaucrats have been at work
Ray Brownfield of Peoples Bank of
and the horror stories are beginning to
Murray,
Ky., Inc., is a member of the
filter out of the state offices here.
1966 graduating class of the School of
power to levy taxes, debts can be
By JOHN CUNNIFF
Because of the statewide nature and
Bank Public Relations and Marketing,
serviced and retired."
AP Business Analyst
jurisdiction of many jobs in Frankfort,
Chicago,
Ill.
E%
en
those
loans
NEW YORK (AP) — At the end of
that are extended to
hundreds of state employes are
Bracie Lee Knight of Hazel is atprivate entities are often guaranteed by
1975 the'six largest United States banks
required to travel on official business.
tending summer classes at Memphis
national governments, parent com- They have a choice of using
had nearly $12 billion in loans outtheir own
State University, Memphis, Tenn.
panies in the more developed countries
standing to 15 less developed nations
personal vehicles and being reimMr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Crider
and international agencies.
which were not guaranteed by
bursed 14-cents a mile for their exannounce the engagement of their
While financially strapped, some less
American companies or government
penses or using a state car, which they
daughter, Margaret Ruth, to Roger
developed countries have undrawn
agencies.
must now secure through a motor pool
Man Neal, son of Mrs. Katherine Neal
credit
at
the
Internati
Considerably more indebtedness was
onal Monetary
system.
of Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Fund and, says First City, "it's likely
run up by these economically troubled
The governor quite properly wants to
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Paschall will
that new IMF credits would be
nations, but a good part of that at least
stop state cars from being parked in
observe their 50th wedding anniversary
extended in the event of difficulties."
is guaranteed by governmental
inappropriate places after working
with an open house at their home at Tr Whether First City's reasoning will
agencies, however insecure they too
hours. To that end, one agency official
City on August 6.
calm the fears is still debatable, was told last week that one
might be.
of his emalthough the title of its rationale is
ployes who will travel throughout the
Some of these nations, as you are well
"Third World debt — putting the state for several days soon
must park
aware, are • undergoing serious
squelch on the scaretallt."
his state car on state properly each
economic difficulties, and some have
Dr. Forrest C. Pogo, professor of
Laymen without any special
night. What that means is the employe
political problems as well. In some, a
history at Murray State College, has
knowledge of banking or international
must find a state highway garage or
poor crop or commodity price
been selected to be director of the new
affairs are likely to wonder if the some other kind of state property
to
fluctuations could be deadly.
George C. Marshall Research Center at
situation is as secure as claimed, park his automobile and then call a
taxi
Assessing the situation, a good many
Lexington, Va.
particularly in view of the Third
to take him to the motel where he will
observers have been outspoken in their
Army Pvt. Adrian G. Garner is in
World's inexperience and slowness in
stay the night. The next morning, he
view that massive defaults could ensue,
advanced infantry training in the 4th
closing the gap between themselves again must find a taxi to take him to his
unbalancing not only the economy of
Armored Division, Fort Hood,Texas.
and the highly advanced economies of state car before he begins work again.
the United States but mbch of the inRev. Joe P. Williams, Hopkinsville,
Europe, Japan and North America.
Presumab
ly,
the
state will reimburse
dustrialized world.
was appointed Baptist Student Union
Nonsense, says one Of those deeply
Director at Murray State College by the
involved, the First National City Bank.
General Association of Baptists in
It maintains that while there might be
Kentucky.
some pains and even defaults, ''the
James D. McClure is a recent
The Murray Ledger a Times
s
by tamers 57 15 per month payable in
international financial markets have a
graduate
of the International Graphic
published every afternoon except Sun
advance By mail in Calloway County
proven capacity to absorb shocks."
Analysis Society, Inc., of Springfield,
days, July 4, Christmas Day. New Year s
and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia
Large as it might seem, the bank
Day ond Thanksgiving by Murray
Mo. He is employed by the U. S. Army
and Farmington. Ky
and Paris.
Newspapers. Inc., 103 N 4th St Murray
said, that $12 billion owed to just six
Buchanan end Puryear. Term. S15.00
Signal Corps at Fort Campbell.
$y".4207 1
per year By mail to other destinations.
large banks accounted for about 5 per
Mesdames Otto Erwin, L. D. Cook.
530 00 per year
cent of their combined assets at the end
Jr.,
Bill Wrather, Porter Holland, and
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Member of Associated Press. Ken
of 1975.
Barletta Wrather attended a state wide
Ky 42071
lucky press Association and.4outhern
homemakers chorus workshop held at
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. to areas served
NisonFialier Publishers Association
It states that a survey of the 21
Camp Bingham in Washington County.
largest U. S. banks yielded similar
results, specifically that such loans as a
percentage of combined assets were
about 4.5 per cnet.
So, it argues, "the portfolios of U.S.
banks are sufficiently diversified to
withstand even a massive rescheduling
of LDC — less developed country —
debt, which is unlikely to occur."
The bank reasons also that governBy F.J.L Blasingame. MD
_mauls_ today aren't likely to permit
severe itialiMerrtged contractions of
The swine-flu vaccine pro- in half a dozen medical centers.
lent in recent years may be
Laneousiy sometimes. it they per_
gram is progressing, but not The several types of preiSared
their money stock.
given in late summer and early
sist, the cause should be souriJit
problems.
without
viruses have shown good results
Governments, it says, unlike private
fall to certain high-risk groups
At times they are
'The pharmaceutical manufac- in developing immunity in
business enterprises, are not dissolved
persons with chronic tespiratour- symptomatic 4Senilitas,
systemic
turers have responded and will adults over 24 years of age
and circulatory diseases and
when their financial obligations exceed
disease
have an adequate supply of vac- Dosages have not been worked
diabetes.
Current
delays
in
vactheir finandial resources. "So long as
cine available this fail and out yet for teenagers and
ant manufacture may pestpone
it Mr. P G wants to know
governments utilize their sovereign
winter in excess of 200 million children, and additional testing
vaccinating these groups until
what has happened to the older
doses,the largest quantity of any is under way. Whether infants
several weeks later in the year.
term "wet dream- about which
such vaccine ever produced by should be vaccinated is unclear
Because of the large demand
he heard so much as a boy and
growing in chicken eggs.
at this time The answer should
on health personnel to carry out
young man
The swine flu. which caused be available in several months
this
massive vaccination prothe 1918-19 pandemic that killed
gram this fall Ono short a time, it
A Wet dreams are normal in a
If swine flu returns, it may ap20 million persons. appeared
is wise to discuss the matter with
male and usually occur when
again earlier this year at Fort pear as early as September. but
your physician. Try to arrange
other sexual outlets are loader's'.
Dix, NJ, among recruits. Flu more likely after October 15th
an appointment well ahead of
ate -- whether with one of the opPublic health officials hoped
epidemics go "underground"
time
posite or same sex or by masturAnd this know, that if the good.
during the summer but surface the vaccine would be available
bation. Wei dreams still occur,
man of the house had known what
again in the fall and winter for early immunization of school
ct Ms. W B inquires whether
but probably less frequently,
hour the thief would come, he
While the swine variety may not children They are susceptible to
licking sugar from a teaspoon_
because of an increase in sexual
*ould have watched, and not have
become widespread later this this infection and serve to spread
has been advocated in stopping
activity among such a large,porsuffered his hone 'to be broken
year, vaccination is the hest way the disease Diflicuky in estak
hiccups.
tion of society. Too, no lanais- are
• through. Luke 12:39.
of preventing and controlling an lishing a safe and effectiv
wet dreams viewed as ?ToreA Such a procedure was sugdosage level may delay earlier
epidemic
Rarely do we anticipate the ungested some months ago vi The
senting a sinful lust or a
Preliminary tests with the new protection of infants and
expected. We are surprised by the
New England Journal of
humiliating event The current
vaccine. to determine its safety children.
thief, for we had never thought he
Medicine If one teaspoonful is
generation appears to have last
Additionally, swine flu and
would steal from us.
and effectiveness, have been
interest in the term itid seldom
not successful, try another one
made among about 5,000 persons other trains of the virus preva
uses it.
Of course, hiccups stop span -

Unguaranteed Loans

10 Years Ago

Draw Criticism

20 Years Ago

The Murray Ledger & Times

Let's Stay Well

Swine-Flu Vaccination

Bible

Thought

•s•
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How 1-64Get Top Quality Pickles
from the desikof
Jean W.Cloar
Calloway Co. Acme Ec.
extension Agent "
Top Quality Pickles
Pickled frdits should be
plump,firm but tender, with a
spicy sweet-tart taste. Pickled
vegetables should be young,
tender,crisp and tatty.
Ccumber pickles should be
firm, solid, dark olive green
and have a translucent, even
color.
Relishes should be bright,
have a crisp texture, and have
the colors of the original
vegetables.

Mixed pickles and relishes
should be firm, crisp and
bright-colored.
Use Tested Recipes
To get these kinds of results,
use reliable fecip&and follow
them to the letter. Pickle only
fresh, good quality young
pints. and veggtables. Use
Iresh whole spicA and a good
standard vinegar, free from
sediment.
Use granulated white sugar,
unless the recipe calls for
brown sugar. Use only coarse
pickling salt and soft water for
brining.

When using cucumber,
choose only those varieties
recommended for pickling.
' Use The Right Utensils
Unchipped enamelware and
stainless steel saucepans or
kettles are probably the best
choice for heating pickling
liquid. Don't use copper,
galvanized brass or iron
utensils. These metals may
react with salts or acids and
cause color changes or form
undesirable compounds. Good
brining containers are crock,
jar,
stone
unchipped
enamelware,a large glass jar,

We at Rhodes Feed Mill

Say Thanks

for all the Good Business
you have sent our way.

and
Remember us when you
need SUPERSWEET FEEDS

RHODES FEED MILL
Cuba, Ky. — Phone 382-2185

bowl or casserole. Don't use
plastic containers,
Wash Fruits & Vegetables
Before pickling, wash fruits
and vegetables thoroughly in
several changes of cold waters.
Use a vegetable brush to
remove soil that clings to
cucumbers. Lift fruits and
vegetables out of water each
time to keep soil from
draining back over them.
Handle gently to oreveth
bruising.
Be sure to remove the
blossom end of cucumbers.
Otherwise, these could be a

source of enzymes responsible
for making cucumbers soft
during the fermentation
process.
Don't l:se Open-Kettle Method
Many old-time pickle
recipes call for open-kettle
canning. This means heating
the pickles in a n open kettle
then filling and sealing the
jars with out further
processing. However, since
spoilage organisms could
enter the jars when you
transfer the tiod, this method
of canning is not considered
safe. Datil do it!

Area Crop Tour
Scheduled Thursday
There will be a Purchase County in cooperation with
Area Crop Tour on Thursday, Joe Pat Carraway. Also, Mt.'.
July 29th, at 10:00 a. m. at the Carraway has double-cropped
Skip Neale and Joe Pat about 250 acres of wheat on his
Carraway farm. The tour will own program.
You will also have an opstart at the Carraway farm
located o'n the Neale Road. portunity to see a new
Trucks will be provided to chemical that is designed to
assist with the transportation spray on corn before tasseling
in
order
to increase
from one location to another.
The program will consist pollination. There will be one
11Z1U1Ark_of..4.9.01.c:c!PPPOL plot where furidan has been
At the stsrt of this crop year —Cisecrto- attftrol torn-borers:.
the price of soybeans was not The final stop on the tour will
as favorable as the corn, be at the Charles Outland
prices. This caused some of 'Farm to observe the herbicide
the farmers to think about evaluation trials on soybeans.
other crops to use in their There are 62 different plots in
double-crop program. this plot.
Lunch will be sponsored by
Therefore, this was the basis
for conducting the double- Hutson Chemical Company
Purchase
cropping system of corn, grain and Jackson
Credit
sorghum, and soybeans Production
behind windrowed wheat. This Association.
Everyone interested in
is the second year that the
Extension Service has con- grain farming should make a
ducted
windrowing special effort to attend this
a
demonstration in Calloway tour.

Process All Pickled Products from spoiling or losing
For safe keeping and safe quality. Check your recipe for
eating, process all your processing time.
Cooling,Sealing & Star*
pickled foods in a boilingwater-bath canner. This is the
After you have allowed the
only sure way to keep them jars of processed pickles or

relishes to cool and have
checked the seal, store them
in a cool, dark, dry place. You
need to protect them from
light to retain their color and
quality.

commitment to

Case does more than talk about it!
What does the Case Commitment to Quality Program mean to you?
RELIABILITY, POWER, PERFORNIANCE, all the things.that you want, when you
select a new tractor!
At Case we feel that you should get what you pay for, that's why
each tractor
goes through five quality control zones at the factory. Then it receives
a
thorough predelivery check-up by the dealer, and at
delivery you receive a fix-It list. Return the tractor
and list within six months or 200 tractor hours and
we'll repair anything on it not due to
neglect or misuse.
The tractor you get back will be as new, ready

(0 99 and perform tof_you with the performance
you paid for.
That's the Case Commitment to Quality, come
in and see why we can promise it today'

doing something about it.

McKee! Equipment
Co. Inc.

503 Walnut

ETE

713-3612

JUST A REMINDER...
FARM ACCIDENTS

When"`-sxcis the last time you checked
your farm'e.quipment for defects... or
the electrical'circuits? Or cleaned out
cluttered areas'? Reg4ar spot checks on
your farm could save 9ou time, money
and possible tragedy as Well. It pays
to think "safety" always.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray - Mayfield

753-5012

_
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VEGETABLE FIELD DAY
PLANNED JULY 30
AT UK
•

4kgricultural Success
Has Unusual Links

If You Were
EverVailed

Which vegetable varieties
BY FARM
rush of 1849. Among 'the him a sort of a medicine man
perform best in Kentucky?
historic "FOrty-Niners" were and a little bit "touched in the
What methods of- vegetable
ACCIDENTS:
development
The
of many farmers who journeyed head," the Indians never
disease control, cultivation
American agriculture from its to California to seek their harmed him, and the settlers,
and harvesting are most efhumble colonial genesis to its fortunes. As they sailed grateful for his seed and
fective? Answers to these
widespread and unparalled around the coast of South perhaps
company,
questions, as provided by
his
level of production today is America on their way,some of sometimes gave him a few
research, will be featured at
little short of miraculous. The them picked up seeds of pennies and some old clothes
the 1976 Vegetable Field Day,
ou've suffered the consequences
climate and the diversity and Chilean alfalfa.
to help him on his way to plant
sponsored by the University of
lost time and money. Be sure
fecundity of the native soil had
in
Unfortunately, many of apple orchards.
Kentucky's Department of .
muich to do with it, of course, these farmers never found the
your farm is foil-safe from now on
Also contributing to the
Horticulture on Friday, July
but;the efforts of some unusual gold they sought in California, success and growth
live by rigid safety rules.
AG-TRONIC, INC.
30.
of
peqple contributed a lot to the but they introduced a new and American agriculture were
Planned to give commercial
groat success agriculture now better crop to the West Coast men like Benjamin Franklin
HASTINGS, NEBR., U.S.A.
vegetable growers first-hand
enjlpys.
and contributed much p3 the and Thomas Jefferson. During
Jackson Purchase PCA
information
on
recent
CERTI
FIES
COMP
LIAN
CE
Tiake Wendelin Grimm, for great western cattle industry. their foreign travels, these
vegetable research, the Field
305 14. 4t1t St.
instance. In the mid-1880's
Then there was the ec- two men secretely purloined
WITH ASAE S276 3
Day will be held at the UK
Norm,Ky. 753-560/
The go ahead people
Grimm emigrated from centric frontier character seed jealously guarded
College of Agriculture's South
by
Baden, Germany to a farm in known to history as Johnny foreign governments for
Farm,
located
their
off
Ca er County, Minnesota. Appleseed. His real name was own interests
Nicholasville Road near
and sent them
n he came he brought with _,John Chapman, and he home for farmers
Lexington. Registration
to try out.
h4 a few pounds of prized devoted almost a lifetime to
It is said that Jefferson
begins at 9 a. m.(EDT), with
alfalfa seed which he planted planting frontier orchards as would surreptitiously fill
tours starting at 10 a. m. and
his
Certified SMV emblem shov.n here carries manufacoW,his land. By saving those he wandered through pioneer coat pockets with forbidden
continuing throughout the
turers statement that it meets the tough new standard,
sead that survived the cold wildernesses.
seed and once actually risked
day.
Minnesota
S276.3, of the American Society of Agricultural
winters, he
As historical accounts go, his neck to smuggle some
Faculty from the Departgradually developed a hardy Chapman would visit cider seeds of upland rice
Engineers.
ments of Horticulture, Plant
out of
strain of alfalfa which he used mills in Pennsylvania, collect Northern Italy
Pathology, Entomology,
into South
to maintain his herd of cattle. apple seed, and then take off Carolina. Jefferson
Agriculture Engineering and
is quoted
Being a god neighbor, by foot through the rugged as saying that
Agronomy will be on hand to
the greatest
Grinrn gave some of the seed sections of Ohio and Indiana. service
discuss vegetable research
which can be rendered
to tarmers of adjoining lands
Coming upon a cieariag in to any country
plots and demonstrate newlyis to add a
an4 thus made a permanent the forest, he would plant his useful plant to
developed methods and
its culture.
cocribution to the historical seeds and then come back in
It has also„been written that
equipment. of their exdetrtopment of better forage later years to see-how the seed because of
periments, according to UK
fiis contributions,
plafrits in the United States.
had fared. He became a George Washington, Father
Extension Vegetable
of
Another
important familiar figure , around the his Country,
Specialist C. R. Roberts.
could just as
historical incident having to isolated farmsteads of many easily
Slow Moving Vehicle em- manufacturer shall place his Wagons will take those
have been -Father of
atdo with alfalfa occurred of the early pioneers and even American
Agriculture." A blems have been an important name and address on the tending to the different test
during the California gold_ Indian villages. Considering constant
champion of farming factor in highway safety for emblem, and may state that areas.
and the farmer, he used his the past 10 years. The SMV the emblem meets the
The Horticulture Departbest coach mares and "royal emblem is an orange and red requirements of this stan- ment has also scheduled a
jacks" presented by foreign triangle which you see on the dard." Buyers should be "Landscaped and Home
kings and rulers to bred a back of slow moving farm or aware of this certification and Garden
Weekend'
for
_construction machinery on insist on certified Slow Moving Saturday, July 31, from 10 a.
411.0 SALEIRENTAL-SERVICE .,
sturdier type mule to Vehicle Emblems.
the
manual
m. to 8 p. m., and Sunday,
burdens - roads and highways.
These
emblems
are
associated with farm life.
The
National
Safety
Council Aug. 1, 14 p. m. Although
Other people of unusual required by law on vehicles strongly recommends the use Information to be presented at
,' — iss----__. 4h.
talents, genius and muscle moving at less than 25 tnileS., of emblems which meet the that time will be geared
such as inventors, plant per hour on roads and high- new ASAE standard. These mainly for homeowners and
breeders, chemists, county ways in all states in the United emblems are visible day or others interested in flowers,
Extension agents and others States and most -Canadhiti night. They are a vivid shrubs, vegetables and fruits
Accidents can happen on any
know and unknown likewise Provinces. In the first 2 years reminder to drivers to "slow on a non-commercial basis,
farm, but most are avoidable.
had a hand in making after Nebraska adopted a law down." When you see one it those attending the Friday
American agriculture the reqr'sing use of the emblem means there is a piece of Field Day may want to stay
Check your machinery, equipmost productive in the world on farm equipment, deaths equipment traveling at less over for this event, Roberts
ment, yard, buildings today!
and, as George Washington resulting from rear-end than 25 m.p.h. ahead of you.
says. It will be held at the
siad. ". . the most useful and collisions decreased 40 per
Landscape and Garden Center
To be sure of getting the n on the UK CAMPUS IN'
the most noble employment of cent. Michigan experienced a
47 per cent reduction in rear- longest-lasting, safest em- Lexington, just south of the
Man."
blem ever, buyers are urged Limestone-Waller
end collisions following
inadoption of an SMV emblem to insist on "Certified" em- tersection.
blems. Absence of an emblem
Details on these events and
Now, due to the American on a slow moving vehicle, use on travel plans from different
The week of July 25-31 is Society of Agricultural of worn out emblem or a non- areas of the state are
FDIC
Engineers,(ASAE) which sets certified emblem could create available from county ExNational Farm Safety Week.
a
liablity
question.
requirements
tension offices.
Being a youth agriculture performance
organization, the Calloway for the emblems,an improved
County Chapter of Future new emblem is available. It is
Farmers of America wishes to a better emblem than any
call attention to the fact that ever made before.
The
ASAE
Standard
farm safety is an everyday
(S276.3) says that "The
business.
Accidents take no holida?'s.
;---,Each
-year many farmers lose .S
valuable time and money duo—
to farm accidents. Each year
on farms about 12,000 people
are killed and about one .
million farm people are inlured. In 1972 an estimated
loss of 268 million dollars
worth of property was due to
-EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY AU KIX!
Lexington, Ky. — A new
farm fires. About 27 per cent sucker control chemical —
of farm machinery injuries FST-7 — for use on burley and
involves the tractor. Thirty- dark tobaccos, has been
four per Cent of tractor registered in Kentucky, ac.1.
fatalities occur within the 45- cording to W. 0. Atkinson of
64 age range. More people are the agronomy department of
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
killed each year in farm work the University of Kentucky
NM 2174020 PtiONt 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
accidents than in any other College of Agriculture.
,
JUNCTION lit & BAIA ROAD MAYREID, KY
major industry.
The chemical is a mixture of
fatty alchohol and maleic
hydrazide and is manufactured
by
Fairmount
NINO IMMO
Chemicals, Atkinson said.
"It has the properties of
both a contact and systematic
chemical and is applied as a
semi-course spray over he
top of plants in the same way
that a contact chemical is
used," he said; adding that
one application is all that is
Farmers, See
necessary, using nine quarts
per
acre in 40 to 50 gallons of
Model
Us Before
water on plants topped at
You Buy.
early to mid-flower blooming'
MF 265 Tractor
stage.
We Have
Atkinson said FST-7 has
Several Grain
MF 428 Cultivator (2-rqw)
been used in tests at the
Beds in Stock
University of Kentucky on
both burley and dark tobacco
Now.
MF 11 Wheel Loader
in 1974 and 1975. "Excellent
sucker control was obtained
MF 711 Skid Steer Loader
both years and the plants were
Come in and talk with one of our salesmen; J.H.(Oarnot damaged," he said. He
diman) Nix, Hugh Wright or Jan Dolton
emphasized that growers
MF 50A Backhoe Loader
using the chemical should
follow the guidelines on the
We offer personalized MF financing plus complete parts and service backup.
label.
His suggestion for growers
who use FST-7 this year is to
treat orgy a portion of their
tobacco crops with the new
Mammy Ferguson
chemical and to make com641 South
Phone 753-26I7
parisons with the sucker
control treatment they norIndustrial Rood — 753-131
mally use.
'
9
L.By Nevyle Shackelford

eK College of Agriculture

Y

TIGHTEN UP

on'Farm safety!

SMU Emblems
Are Important

FARM EQUIPMENT

Mr. Farmer, Take
This Good Advice!

lir't17itu

NEW JOHN DEERE
3300 - 4400 - 6600

COMBINES_

-tl

USED
45's 95's - 33's - 44's

,

COMBINES

,

Farm Safety

Bank-of Murray

2-3-4-6 ROW

CORIMEADS

AVAILABLE FOR ALL COMBINES

ucker
R hemical
egustered

WE DON1 WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
?..
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!

i

TOMMY'S EOU1PMENT CO.

Now thru July 30...SAVE BIG on these,
and other new Massey-Ferguson models...

for Your
Every
Need

-Mai(

EVRO

YOU SAVE

$1,200®
$200®
$500®
$1,000®
$1,000®

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

MF

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
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A Consumer Tip
from Eactenelon lipeclerets at
the UK College at Agriculture

THE MODERN,EFFICIENT WAY TO MOVE GRAIN: A PTO trac(or and the new "Tractor-Vac" pneumatic conveyor. The portable PTO Tractor-Vac moves grain from farm
truck to dryer.. . to bin .. r to silo,. . to truck... to railcar... to anywhere. Without
shoveling. Without dust. Takes its power from any 1,000 rpm PTO tractor with 75 hp at
-the shaft. Rated capacity for what is 1,000 to 1200 bushels per hour. For U. S. grade No.
-2 &MY,1;000,to 1,300 bushels per hour. A new product from Dunbar kapple of Batavia,
Illinois, the world's leading manufacturer of portable pneumatic onveyors.

The new loodstar Economizer is the lowest priced diesel
mode in America. It's a value when you buy it and it keeps
paying off with dependable performance for years to come.

III

Conveyor Moves Grains
With No Shoveling, Dust'

Taylor
Motors, Inc.
753-1372

So. 4th St.

A power take-off tractor and move grain on any farm. Tractor-Vac
has been proven
the new "Tractor-Vac" Without shoveling. Without
in both farm and non-farm
pneumatic conveyor are now dust.
applications throughout the
The new, portable PTO world. Grain or pelleted feed
the efficient, modern way to
Tractor-Vac moves grain Is moved froth intake to
from farm truck to dryer . . . discharge entirely by air flow.
to bin ... to silo... to truck... Material completely bypasses
to railcar. . . to anywhere. It the blower and ge,ntly drops by
takes its power from any 1,000 gravity through a separator
rpm PTO tractor with 75 hp at into an air lock, where air flow
the shaft. It is the most again picks up the grain and
powerful
ever conveys it to the discharge
VAC
specifically designed and built point.
for farm use. And, it is porHighly maneuverable, the
table so it can be pulled Tractor-Vac can be pulled
wherever alert's work to be wherever there's work to be
done.
done Permits hauling in bulk
This new workhorse per- and loading into storage bins
forms a wide variety of grain or hopper-feeders. Eliminates
pick-ups
and
transfer the need for brooms and
operations quickly and easily. - shovels. Handles grain
The original cost is low,. so it without creating dust in bin
pays for itself quiekly. Then, a while emptying.
Tractor-Vac continues to
A Tractor-Vac can also be
make more and more profits pressed into service in many
by moving more and more areas
around
country
grain.
elevators. It cleans elevator
:Capacity rating of the pits, boots and head-houses. It
Tractor-Vac varies with moves grains to pit or transpecific conditions, conveying sfers without cracking grain.
distances and type of grains or Excellent, too, for picking up
pellets handled. Under normal grain stored in piles in the
circumstances,rated capacity field.
for wheat is 1,000 to 1,200
For complete literature on
bushels per hour. For U. S. Tractor-Vac, contact: Mr.
grade No. 2 corn, rated Thomas Meidell, Dunbar
capacity is 1,100 to 1,300 Kapple, 100 North Islaod
bushels per hour.
Avenue, Batavia, Illinois
Operating :principle of the 60510.

Hal and Ike Allbritten

Successful Farmers Do Business
With THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Center 753-4751

Do you always sear a roast
to seal in the juices" before
putting it in the oven? This
actice is no longer recommended, according to UK Extension meats specialists; It
has been found that se`aring
or quick -br owning actually
causes a roast to shrink more
rather than holding in the
juices. The specialists add
that low temperatures 325
degrees F. or less are best
for meat cookery.

Cattle give us
morelhan beef
Quick, now, what do
marshmallows, surgical
sutures, steel ball bearings,
leather and insulin have in
common?
In one way or another, all
are derived from or use a
derivative of cattle in their
production process.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
-Murray's fastett-vnloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT
DistrIbutOIS Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb SeeCorn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner -- Bobby Meador, Mgr.

111 POINT IS:..
FARM
ACCIDENTS
CUT PROFITS!
Save Yourself
Possible Loss

T he smart farmer's best weapon against
carelessness ,
;
is -awareness! Have regular
safety checks in all "accident-prone" areas
on the4arm. It pays!

nag/PE01::'LE VBANK
MURRAY

6

KY.

liloolper mot

Sooner Or Later bull Own International And Once You Do You'll Come Back

pOROASE
EQUIPMENT
is Big KNOWS
FOR ITS
PRODUCTS
AND 5 MOST
APPRECIATED

FOR ITS
SERVICE

• Outland Farms
has 6 Internationals in service!
Their newest is a new 1466 International

• Purchase Equipment, Inc
di
Home of Minimal Downtime!

Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215

Here's Don Chapman with J.D., and Dale. Bobby, a third partner is not shown.
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Mayfield Wins Colt
League State Crown
boosting Murray to a 5-1 lead.
Mayfield captured the Colt beaten out for hits.
•
Marshall County use two
League State Championship
Murray hurler Kim Sims
Saturday night by ripping pitched the entire distance Murray errors in the third to
Murray 9-5 at Brooks Stadium and gave up eight hits and was score twice and make it 5-3 but
in Paducah.
charged withall nine Mayfield Murray came back with a
Mayfield had already runs. But only one of the nine single tally in the home half of
the third as Hal Hendricks
beaten Murray once in the runs was earned.
double' elimination tourney
The big hitter in the game doubled and scored on an
and Murray had just barely for Murray was centerfielder error, making it 6-3. '
The roof then fell in on
'managed to stay alive as they Bill Wilson. Wilson blasted_ a
nipped Marshall County 9-8 in two-run triple in the third and Isturray in the top of the.
the opening game Saturday to a two-run triple in the fifth to fourth. Three more Murtay
errors and three Hits by
earn the right to meet account for the Murray runs.
Mayfield.
The other Murray hit in the Marshall County chased
Had
Murray
beaten game belonged to Brad Kendall !torn the mound and
left Murray trailing 7-6.
Mayfield Saturday night and Taylor.
squared the two team's
In the first contest Saturday _ Murray went back on top 8-7
records, the clubs would have night,
Murray. nearly in the home half of the fourth
as Dean Cherry doubled in two
met Sunday afternooh for.the managed to give they g
crown.
runs.
away to Marshall County.
In the top of the sixth,
But from the second inning
After two ifinings, Mdy
ou, it became apparent was coaking along with a 5-1 Marshall County tied it at 8-8
Mayfield would finish the leadbehind Thomas Kendall: as Gary Henson doubled off
reliever Larry
taarney undefeated.
*-"" Again, Wilson was the big Murray
Three errors and Omar-tits stick .for Murray as he tripled Watkins for an RBI.
But in the bottom of the
produced a 3-0 Kayffeld lead in Brad Taylor in the first and
and left the bases loaded for scored on an error before sixth, Murray went back on
cleanup hitter Greg Hobbs. Marshall County made it 2-1 in top with what proved to be the
Hohbs then showed -why he, the top of the second with a winning run as Nathan Knoth
opened the inning for Murray
was hitting cleanup,
single tally.
Hobbs blasted one to the
Then in the home half of the with a double.
Knoth went to third on. a
opposite field and over the big: second, Taylor singled in a
green wall for a grandslam pair of runs and Wilson passed ball then tagged up and
homerun, Some 360 feet away singled to score Taylor, scored when John Denham
flied out. Watkins retired the
from the plate. That gave
side in order in the seventh for
Mayfield a 7-0 lead. That was
the victory.
Medal Count
about the only decent hit
Wilson and Sims each had
Mayfield had in the frame as
the rest were slow rollers and
MONTREAL(Al') — Olym- tv;O hits for Murray while
infield choppers that were pic inedZ standings after Sun- Ronnie Gibson, Brad Taylor,
Knoth, Cherry and Hendricks
day's events:
Gold..Sil..Bro..Tot all hit safely.
17 10 53 Mayfield will enter Regional
E. Germany 26
U.S.S.R
24
24 a 70 play at Brooks Stadium this
U.S.A.
21 14 56 week while the season is over
21
The Murray American W. Germany 6
5
9
20 for the Murray Colt Leaguers.
Legion baseball team ended Bulgaria
6
4
4 14'
its regular season play Sunday Romania
5
3
4 12
afternoon by falling 4-3 to host Japan
3
4
6 13
Clarksville.
Poland
3
2
4
9
Murray had just two hits in GrtBritn
7
3
2
2
the nine-inning contest, both Czecho
2
2
3
7
coming off the bat of Tony Hungary
2
1 5 8
Thurmond.
Finland
0 0
2
2
The loss leaves Murray with Italy
3
1
2
6
By BOB GREEN
a poor 11-16 record entering Yugo
1
1
0
2
AP Sports Writer
tournament play.
Norway
1
1.0 2
MONTREAL ( AP ) — The
Murray will host Paducah Cuba
1
0 0
1 East Germans are leading,
beginning Thursday night at Trinidad
0 0
1
1 the Americans are on the
Holland Stadium to a best of Mexico
0 0
1 rebound and the Russians are
three playoff series. All games Canada
2 6
0
8 busily denying rumors one of
will be at Holland Stadium and NthrInds
2
0
2
4 their premier athletes is
all games will be nine innings. Belgium
0
2 0
2 among the missing at the XXI
If a third game is necessary, France . 0
1
4
5 Olympic Games.
it will be played Saturday Jamaica
0
1
0
1
American forces, down but
night. The winner of the Portugal
0
1
0
1 not out after one of its worst
' tourney advances to Regional Sweden
0
1
0
1 days in Olympic history,
play while the loser is finished Denmark
0
0
3
3 turned Dark Saturday into
Australia
for the year.
0
0
2
2 Sunny Sunday with a gritty
Iran
0
0
1
1 comeback that was sparked
Austria
0
0
1
1 by one of the most dramatic
MISS YOUR PAPER/
New Ilnd
0
0
1
1 moments of the Games —
Seirectibers who have 'set
( Note: duplicate medal Shirley Babashoff's last-gasp
received their hew.awarded in some events.)
winning anchor leg in the
delivered cep' el The
women's final swimming
FOOTBALL
Stormy Lerlyer 6 Times by
CANTON, Ohio — Jim event, the 400-meter freestyle
5:10 p.m. lilowity-friday
Taylor, the great Green Bay relay.
by 3:30 p.m. se Saturdays
we swiped to cell 753-19)6
Packer running back of the That victory, the continued
besiege 5:30 pa. end 4
1960s; Ray Flaherty, head dominance of the men
p.n., Meashey-fritey,
coach of the Washington swimmers, and a couple of
3:30 p.a. end 4 pws. WesRedskins during the 1930s and gold medal performances by
deys, to Were de0very of
early 1940s, and the late Len track and field men — inthe swerspower. Cells west
Ford, an outstanding offensive cluding Edwin Moses' world
H pieced by 6 p.a. weekstar in the MI-America record run in the 400 hurdles
days ot 4 p.m. Setvwdays to
Footbal conference, were — served as the highlights of
deereertee delivery.
.
inducted into pro football's the American revival that
came just in the nick of time.
Hall of Fame.
East Germany, however,
won five of the eight men's
,rowing finals, got a medal in
every race and swept past the
troubled Russians into the
gold medal lead with 26. They
also have 17 silver and 10
bronze, a total of 53. Russia
leads in total medals with a 2424-22 gold-silver-bronze count.
The United States, which won
only 10 of the 104 medals
distributed Friday and
Saturday, collected 18 of 66
Sunday and has a 21-21-16
count.
And there was more trouble
for the Russians, who will host
the 1980 Games in Moscow.
They've twice been accused of
attempting to influence judges
and had one of their modern
pentathlon athletes kicked out
for cheating. This time the
problem involve unconfirmed
reports that Valeriy Borzov,
winner of both the 100 and 200
meter dashes in 1972, either
has defected or been kidnaped.
The Russians denied it.
Mikhail Efimov, the Russian
Olympic press attache, said
Planning Assistance • Construction Service
Borzov was in the Village
• Full line of Accessories
-and everything ia okay with
• Broad Range of Bin Sizes to Meet Your Needs
him."
A spokesman for the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police said
they investigated and were
assured the Russian sprinter
''is in good hands."
The reports were fueled by
Borzov's absence from the 200
trials and the sudden cancellation of a speaking
Murray, Kentucky 42071
engagement by his coach. The
Phone 502 753-3897
Soviet press attache said
Ohs E. Anderson
Borzov was withdrawn from
the race because he had
502 753-5448

Clarksville Hands
Legiorr 4-3 Defeat

Schmidt Does Better By Not
Using His Bat, Cardinals Win

YES
NO — Yes, James Solomon of Marshall County was
a dead duc V_third but no, he wasn't out because the ball
got away fromilurray third baseman Nathan Knoth.
(stuff Photos by Wks lireedow)

TOO HIGH — Mark Buck of Mayfield, who hit a grandslam
homer a few innings earlier, is safe at the plate as the throw
comes In too high for catcher Dean Cherry. Mayfield wen the
tourney by going undefeated.

American Women Upset East
Germans, Moses Sets Record
aggravated an old injury and
added that he will compete in
the 400-meter relay later this
week.
The schedule today includes
five track and field finals, with
the Americans hoping for a
one-two finish from Dave
Roberts, Gainsville, Fla., and
Earl Bell, Jonesboro, Ark., in
the pole vault. Medals also
will be awarded in the men's
200-meter dash, 10,000 meters
and javelin and the women's
BOO.
The men's basketball team,
apparently headed for another
showdown with the Russians,
plays Canada in a semifinal
game.
Russia
plays
Yugoslavia in the other. The
winners meet for the gold
medal which the Russians won
in a controversial final in
Munich in 19'72. The American
women could gain a silver
against Cecholloyakia.
Also on the schedule are
finals in fencing, cycling, judq
and the men's platform
diving.

and
Wendy' Weinberg,
Baltimore, waS third in 8:42.
Ulrike Richter of East
Germany won the other
women's final last night,
clocking 2:13.4,3 for the 200
backstroke with teammate
Birgit Treibers and Nancy
Garapick of Canada second
and third.'
Elena Vaytsckhovskaia of
Russia won the women's
platform diving with Deborah
Wilson,Columbus, Ohio, third.
The American men, even
more dominant than the East
German women, reeled rff
two more in a string of victories that became almost
routine.
Jim Montgomery, Madison,
Wis., took the 100 freestyle in
49.99 and became the first
man to crack 50 seconds. Jack
Babashoff, Shirley's brother,
was second in 50.81. Rod
Strachan, Santa Ana, Calif.,
won the-400 individual medley
in 4:23.68, another world
record. Tim McKee; Newton
Square, Pa., was second in
4.24.62.

score four unearned runs. Thornton lashed the ball over
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Winning
pitcher
Lynn the head of center fielder Pepe
Al'Sports Writer
McGlothen, 9-9, restricted the Mangual for the winning run.
The Mike Schmidt model is
Reds 7, Bravest
Cubs to a double by loser Rich
a popular bat in Philadelphia
George Foster tied the score
Reuschel, 9-8, until Chicago
— • popular, that is, with
scored three runs in the eighth with a leadoff home run in the
everyone but Mike Schmidt.
eighth and Doug Flynn drove
inning on five hits.
The Philadelphia third
in the winning run later in the
Mets
Expos
1
2,
baseman prefers the Johnny
with a sacrifice foul
inning
Thornton..
Andre
singled
Oates model.
home Ellis Valentine from pap, leading Cincinnati over
Schmidt, gripped by a mild
Atlanta. The victory went to
slump, tried Oates' lighter, third base with one out in the
ninth to give Montreal its Gary Nolan and was the 100th
. bat and wound up
shorter
his career. Nolan, 9-5, went
hitting a home run Sunday to victory. With the bases of
innings, giving up 10
seven
loaded,
Mets
were
the
playing
help the Phillies beat the
hits.
a
drawn-in
outfield
and
Pittsburgh Pirates 13-7.
"I just grabbed Oates' bat
going up to the plate," said
Schmidt. "It's an ounce
lighter and an inch shorter
than mine."
Schmidt also had two
singles and drove in four runs,
a performance that lifted his
spirits and boosted the
Phillies' lead in the National
League East over the Pirates
to 13 games.
In other National League
games, Los Angeles beat San
Diego 1-0; Houston nipped San
Francisco 1-0 in 10 innings; St.
Louis tursisd back the Chicago
Cubs 4-3;9Aentreal beat the
New Ynrk Mets 2-1 and Cincinnati trimmed Atlanta 7-6.
011ie Brown also knocked in
four runs for Philadelphia
but he did it with one swing, on
a grand slam homer.
Philadelphia starter Jim
Kaat and reliever Ron Reed
combined to lose a 7-3 lead in
the eighth. But in the bottom
of the inning Schmidt singled
home the lead run, and after
two singles and a- walk,Brown
ripped one over the left field
fence with the bases loaded off
Pirate reliever Dave Giusti.
JUST RECEIVED —
Dodgers 1, Padres0
Another shipment
Lee Lacy's double in the
of BahLsen
seventh inning drove in Bill
Cookies
Russell from second base and
from Germany's
led Los Angeles over San
world-famous
Diego behind Doug Rau's sixcookie baker
hitter.
Lacy's one-out line drive
was almost caught by left
fielder Johnny Grubb, who
had the ball in his glairel"'
momentarily before it popped
out and allowed Russell to
score.
Astros 1,Glaats 0
Greg Gross' sacrifice fly in
the 10th inning scored Wilbur
Howard as Houston blanked
San Francisco behind rookie
Mike McLaughlin's six-hitter.
Cardinals 4, Cubs 3
Don Kessinger contributed
two key singles and second
baseman Manny Trillo's two
errors permitted St. Louis to

people
are
talking
about.

GOLF
WINDSOR, Out. — U.S.
Open champion Jerry Pate
fired a final round 63 for a 13under-267 and a four-stroke
victory over Jack Nicklaus in
the $200,000 Canadian Open
Golf Championship.

Outland, Austin
Win Net Crowns

Swimming ended last night.
In all, the American men
And it ended on a high note for
Kathy Outland and Jill
deeply
the
frustrated won 12 sf the 13 swimming Austin claimed titles this
American women who were events, set world records in 11 weekend at the Clarksville
facing their first gold medal of them and accumulated 12 Junior Tennis Championships.
shutout since 1952. It was gold, 10 silver and 5 bronze
Outland won the crown in
averted by an almost medals in the strongest the girls' 14 and under singles
superhuman performance by performance in the history of by taking straight set wins
19-year-old Shirley Babashoff,' the Games.
over Annie Gabbard of
They were kept from a Knoxville,7-5 and 6-3.
of Fountain Valley, Calif., and
sweep only by the victory of
three of her teammates.
Austin won the 16 and under
It was a last-gasp thing. Scotland's David Willcie-over- singles by winning 6-4 and 6-2
Going into the last event, the John Hencken, Santa Clara, over Lee Morel of Nashville.
Americans hadn't won. Miss Calif., Saturday night in 200
In the 16 doubles, OutlandBabashaff had collected three breaststroke.
Austin combined to defeat
"We aren't going to cry Spirtz-Speakman of Nashville
silver medals, including one in
the exhausting 800 meters just about that," said 6-foot-6 John 6-land 6-1.
an hour earlier. They were Naber, Menlo Park, Calif.,
Candy Jackson of Murray
facing the broad-shouldered who collected four gold and her doubles partner,
East German women, winners medals and a silver.
Martha Cole of Nashville,
Hencken's loss came just as were the second place
of all but one event.
And the American girls won the American team seemed on finishers in the 18 and under
it by the touch of Miss the verge of collapse with the doubles. In the singles,
Babashoff's fingertips over East Germans and Russians Jackson lost in the semifinals.
the Est Germans in world taking advantage of one of Paul Austin lost in the
record time of 3 minutes,44.82 America's worst days ever to semifinals of the 12 and under
run up a big lead in medals.
seconds.
singles, Paul and Mark Austin
"I'm very happy with all my
lost in the semifinals of the 12
But track and field victories and under doubles, Ashley
medals," Miss Babashoff
said. "I did my very best in by the lanky, 6-foot-2 Moses Smock and Mark Overbey lost
every race. In the relay, I just and massive Mac Wilkins in in the quarterfinals of the 14
the discus Sunday, along with and under doubles, Overbey
got a little more help."
The help came from Jill the United States' first in- lost in the quarterfinals of the
Strickel, Hacienda Heights, dividual gold in th?ee-day 14 and under singles and Steve
Calif., Kim Peyton, Portland, equestrian, by Tad Coffin, Cooper and Mickey Cochran
Ore., and Wendy Boglioli, helped greatly to restore lost in quarterfinal singles
Ocean City, N.J., each of American prestige.
play.
whom clocked her own fastest
time for 100 meters.
But it was the outspoken
Miss Babashoff who provided
Rt. 4, Murray - 492-8613
the heroics. Only an hour after
the 800 meters she came back
to swim the anchor leg and
just hold off East Germany's
Claudia Hempel.
Petra Thumer of East
bogies New* & Rota
Germany had to swim a
.---Trawasiesiew kapok (weteateted wed stesedersl)
world record 8:39.03 to teat
..-Electricel Systole Rego*
,
' Alf Ilse* Systole ibpsdr
Miss Rabashoff in the 800.
Shirley was timed in 8:37.59

Murdock Garage
Complete Auto
Repair Service

Made with ingredients of superb
quality: Fresh, Whole Eggs, The
Finest Spices, Nuts
& Chocolate, Pure Vegetable
Oil, Unbleaced Flour
and other Good, Natural things which
make them better than homemade!
No Preservatives added and
Freshness Guaranteed. Varied Selection

594 and up

gr.

SPECIAL PURCHASE—

00

2/$1
Ph pine
uhala Plocemors
1 2' s 18"
Heavy-Tgxture-Square Weave

paducah's
most
interesting
store
IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
at Lone Oak Road II Highway 62
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By M. C. GARROTT

Championship FBI,h1
_ 1043-163
Mike Sbelbourne
Jimmy Brown
111-12--163
Steve Gollther
81-13-163
:43
1 4
C-11547
4; Joe
dII
r nIN
1K
66.76_144
Don Robinson
Wally Young
14340-163
almost passed up the 17th
68-ls-444..; Steve DeLcolg
Bob Cronui
79-81-165
72_72_146
Jerry Austin
Jesse McNeil
1044-186
annual Murray Invitational
Jerry Jones
Jot= y Quertennous
8144-148
71-73-146
golf tournament this past
74_72_146
Jiggs Liositer
Scott Nall. Jr.
1343--166
74.73_147
Jim Franklin
David Buckingham
17.88-Ill
weekend at the Murray
Jerry Caldwell
1444--1611
72-75-147
Bob Babolitoo
Country Club, but managed to
Terry Scum
ss-so-iss
75-72-147
Jun Moore'
76.72_14a
Billy Joe Farkas
Dew Ryan.
. 1
114
71
6:-00
1
.
squeeze into the capacity field
Larry Ham
170
Jim Musgove
7s-73-ia
at the last minu,te.
904111-176
Gary Sullivan
78-71-149
Bob Gary
77.72_ 149
Randy Darroh
90411-17,
Doug Miller
He then proceeded to blister
77-72-149 M, W Folder
81-10-171
Keni Allaritten
the course both days and won
80-01-171
Joe
73-711--149
Mosey
Ted
WATCHING THE LEADER - Gathered around the 11th green while tournament leader Mike
Jerry Morris
16416-171
re11
75-74-449
erej
Jalie
Jaspa'
his first tournament of the
7347_22,0 Jun Pittman
8646-471
JO Wade
Shelbourne attempts his birdie putt are, left to risht, *ally Young, the leader after Saturday's
year with a sparkling seven74.76___120
Billy Thurman
63-66-171
Malcolm Blume
first round, Shelbourne, Lynn Sullivan, Bobby Cronin end Jimmy Brown. Young Sullivan was cad73_77_150
Herb Hurley
874-472
Vernon Marcoullier
under-par 137, four strokes in
71-74_116 Sal Matarazzo
Lee Stewart
85-117-172
dying for Brown, who finished second in the tournament.
front of a fellow Paducahan,
7346_
isi
Ronnie Scott
8745-172
Ike Arnold
W.
A.
Russ
Cochran
83411-1,74--,
Jimmy Brown.
76-76-151
Frank"
26_76_ 153 'Dolph Larutwr
6318-172
Buddy Hewitt
When he teed his ball up for
Bob
Todd Johnson
8881-1 I.._
MDbleY
77,46-153
Bob Burke
1749-111r
Mar McDade
,
the final round Sunday,
Bally W.1150n
1741-1711
Rod Salyers
77-76-155
Shelbourne, who will graduate
734.7_155
JIM 1110111.15
Sonny Gibson
904-179
Bruce Scott
10-03-1110
John Walker
75-18-155
from Paducah Community
Bennie Masburn
9044-184
Chip Sloan
78-76-156
College this summer, was
-7,642_156
Donnie Scott
16-89-- 185
Phil Hunt
Sam Rogers
9344-187
Tom Muehleman
7741 _156
trailing Wally Young, the first
Fourth Flight
Mike Hagan
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNER - Murray Invitational
77-81-156
day's leader and a former
Bill Na))
•
8340-163
Cam Love
7741-158
Tournament
winner
Mike
Shelbourne (center) is congratulated
7643_ In
Stuart Poston
116410-168
Nicky Ryan , Murray State golfer, by a
Charlie
76
4
2_154
Irwin
8047-107
Kenny Hugsby second-place finisher Jimmy Brown after Shelbourne purred
single stroke, but not for long.
Don Grogan
84-114-- lel
Roy Boiseure
18-79-- ISO
the final hole in the 36-hole event Sunday. Shelbourne blistered
71,42,__Iss
Dale Nance
3444-Ill
Johnny Blanc
He hit his second shot on the
John Querterrnous
85-43-1118
Norman Hood 81-71-159
the course with a seven-under-par 137 in the two-cloy event.
490-yard par-5 hole to within
oil__ lc
John Williams
8544-110
David Barak.*
Rob
Miller
At
VAS-ITO
right is Bobby Cronin, who finished in I tie with Wally Y 1,0119
Bobby Fike
four feet of the cup'and sank
79-82-161
110-82- 171
Waldo Golhher
8679-165
D
'
3^ CatheY
for fourth place in the championship flight.
the putt for an eagle three and
Bill Seale
8447-171
First Flight
7141_ 146
Dave Barnhill
1441)--173
Roy Cothran
to go five under par for the
Buck Hurley
85411-17)
Shelbourne missed an exBall Sturgis
72-75-147
tournament following a 69
Club, Murray, was the winner Al Giordano
Woodrow
Holland
-8747-174
73-75-148
cellent opportunity at the 16th
9141-475
Saturday in sweltering, 103with 145, two strokes in-front-:Bogliik
75-767-149
Srtm....1„,
4_vingston
i_ocw i_iiici
81187-175
a
to widen the margin when he
Jim English
71
-74
-ISO
degree-plus
temperature.
of Bill Sturgis, Paducah. Al Lynn Sullivan
75
:
73_1
.
4
Nolan Fisher
444-176
reached the 560-yard dogleg
1116811-1711
Young, in the meantime, was
Giordano, Princeton and Don Cothran
77-76-153
rum Fitch
7847_156
Gene hkeutcheon
8640-1711
lake-guarded
in
Jerry
green
but
two
Mullen
bogeying the hole, and fell two
Murray State athletic Hall of Howard Boone
8948-177
81-75-159 .11i11,....„.B.5_4three-putted from 40 feet for a
8444-178
strokes
Fame member, was next with Jack Pedley
back
the
of
7443-152 "'-'• ""''''''
7541
_154
Tommy
Chrtsp
914-171
par.
Mike Dunn
Paducahan.
148, followed by Bob English, Kevin
7841 _ 157
Vernon COteD011
11841-179
D'Angelo
A late entrant in the tourTh_n_ iv
Darold Keller
. 42-87-179
Paducah, with 149. Jim Tim Miller
Young, who is night auditor
78-10
Ise
Roy
Heaton
116-91--110
nament, Shelbourne said he
Robert Koonce
at the Kenlake State Park,
English, Paducah, was fifth John Smith
George Oakley
Wee-180
ALL EYES ON THE BALL -Murray Invitational Tournament winner Mike Shelbourne hod plenty
P
80-80- 160
had been working hard for the
4140_ 141
Ph 'lip Walker
934111--.1111
quickly fell out of contention •
with 150, and Lynn Sullivan, Richard Chapman
of help in following this shot to the 17th green in Sunday's final round. One of the members of
7942_
161
Donnie
Mitchell
1944-113
Rolling Hills and Irvin Cobb
Murray, and Don Cothran, Merles Phelps
with four bogeys on the first
Harry Livingston
9143-184
Roy Wurth
the gallery, Circuit Judge James Lassiter (wearing cop, seated in cart no. 1, center
7844- MI
Tournaments in Paducah and
background)
&um_ le
Richard Fairhurst
10044-184
five holes and went on to a 39
also of the Oaks, tied for 6th John Livingston
was also e winner in the tourney. Lassiter shot a 72-80-152 to take top
CA.
Woodall:
didn't
realize
_Murray
the
99-12-191
Fruzell
John
honors in the third
94-78-162
on the front nine Sunday
place with 153's.
91403-184
Tommy Whittemore
81412-I62
fright.
Fred Duty
tournament was so near.
Staff Photos by Gene klcOsidieen
Gary Baker
10147-198
before posting a 37 on the back
In the second flight, Jimmy Dick Stacey
81-83-164
Charles
blIcCarther
When he entered early last
101401-202
Bill
Hart
85-111
-Ha
for 76. With his leading 68 of
Lamb of the Oaks was the
Kuliatuko
101-102-203
Bill
Dietrich
84-81-1601
week, the only teeoff time
I00-104--207
Saturday, this gave him an
winner, taking a sudden-death Robert Franklin
8345--161 rniranCleve
Fifth Flight
available was 2:20 p.m., which
9045-171
even par 144 for the tourplayoff from Al Jones of the Al Luidsey
Bills
Brandon
8646-170
Second Flight
would have made him one of
Billy Dan Crouse
nament and a tie for fourth
host club with a birdie on the Jimmy Lamb
68
-17-Ill
77-77-154
Ted Lawson
the final finishers, but when
8946-177
Al
Jones
77-77-154
place with Bob Cronin, also of
first hole. They had finished
David
Stiles
85-93-471
Pal Howard
7540-155
Mayfield's Bill Hale decided
Richard Knight
Paducah and a junior on the
deadlocked at 154. In third John Golliher
8941-14
77-78-156
Bill Jeffrey
not to compete, he was moved
8744-181
Jim
Sears
78-79-157
Murray.State golf team.
place was former Marshall
Bob
Lemastus
34-10-184
Johnny McCage
77-82-159
into an earlier slot and played
K. T. Turner
Following his eagle at No. 1,
County Judge Pal Howard, Leon lisuck
0045-115
78-81-159
Paul
Baird
92-04-416
7342-161
Shelbourne played par golf to his rounds with Young, Cronin
Benton, with 155, one stroke in Rip McQiiiiton
Wesley Noss
I11411-1117
Jack Weitlauf
7745-162
first inning Sunday and went grand slam for their third the 320-yard 8th, which he and Brown.
Dick Cunningham
front
II645-191
of
John Golliher, Billy Mitchell
7943-165
Shelbourne missed only two
Gene Gordon
100-104-204
AP Sports Writer
81-81-162 Jim Hammond
on to a 9-2 romp.
Paducah,
victory in a row under new birdied from one foot. Parring
Juruor Garrison
102-102-204
John Lovett
83-80-163
hitting
Sunday,
on
all
greens
Earlier in the season, Amos
Boyd
Gudiel
"Those
Jim Sears, Mayfield, was Bo Bell
103-110-213
statements
con- manager Norm Sherry while the 9th, he made the turn at
34-79-113
the first nine. When his second
"No Interviews' Otis was tributed very
1341-164
next at 157, followed by Greg Don Blair
much to our the ,Boston Reid.
Sox suffered 102, six strokes' under par at
Ted
Billington
114-80-164
shot at No. 15 ended up on the
trying to prove that silence is
viaory," said Manager Chuck their fifth consecutive setback the 27th hole.
Howard of Murray. Leon James Stewart
115-711-164
first green
golden.
11111-111
Tanner.- "We didn't have to and sixth in seven games
Lauck, Paducah, and Johnny tarry Robinson
He then birdied the dogleg, 16th tee, it was the
Peyton
Blewitt
11114---145
he
had
The
day.
missed
all
Now, the Oakland A's are
have any
McCage, Murray, were next Charles Coleman
'
team meeting. The under new
manager Don 298-yard 10th with a 12-foot
815-1113--IC • •
other was the 18th but he got
trying to prove it to him.
Graves Morns
8S13-16
team
with 159's.
was sky-high and Zimmer, bowing to the New putt and got another on the
Charles Lloyd
83-111-41111)
his par with a fine chip shot.
Kansas City's Otis sounded
showed it."
Circuit
Judge
York Yankees 6-5 on Chris 440-yard par-5 14th before
James Waller Taylor
IS441-10
off after the Royals beat the
Lassiter, Murray, rode an Jun White
Elsewhere in the ArnerOn Chambliss' dramatic three- missing the 15th green badly
Earlier
the
in
year,
Len Jenk
8348,-.1%
A's with a big rally Saturday. League, the
even-par 72 Saturday and an Scott Gaines
Califiwnia Angels run homer with two out in the and getting down in bogey Shelbourne had tied for the
11818-170
The A's, whO can read, came
8447-471
five. He then proceeded to par Calvert
beat the Texas Rangers 7-3 on bottom of the ninth.
80 Sunday to win the third Bob Swisher
City tournament with
Adams
Mark
/744-171
out roaring with a seven-run
out for 35 and a 68 for the day. Steve
flight by two strokes with 152. Allen Cos
Lee
Stanton's
11th-inning
8641,-172
In • other
Golliher, also
action,
of
the
Tony McAlpin
8643-172
In
Brown,
second
place
a
Jack
member
was
of
the
Milwaukee Brewers downed
Paducah and a University of
Jim Peck
854-173
Bailey, Jr., Paducah, with 154, Bob Hogan.
8944-173
the Baltimore Orioles 3-1, the Southern Illinois University Miami golfer, but lost to
9044-174
and Jim Lindblad, also of Joey Morris
golf team, stayed within Gaither
Detroit
on the 6th hole of a
Tigers swept a
Bill Farris
7749-177
Paducah, was third with 155. Danny Ham
striking distance until the sudden-death
8949-178
doubleheader
playoff. He also
from .the
ulk
John
Pa
9142-183
Chad Stewart, Murray, was
Cleveland Indians 9-1 and 54 final hole, trailing Shelbourne finished fifth in the Rolling
Charles Copeland
8944-183
fourth -with 157; Steve Farmer Herb Clutwood
97-103-200
and the Minnesota Twins by only two at the 16th tee, but Hills tournament and tied for
Third Flight
fifth with 158, and Benton's
drubbed the Chicago White double bogeyed the 385-yard ninth in the Irvin Cobb.
James Lassiter
7246--152
Carl
Ham
6th
with
161.
The third annual Murray Open Tennis Tournament will
for
18th
a
70
for
the
day
and
Ill
Jack Bailey, Jr.
76-78--l54
Shelbourne's 137 was a
Sox 13-8 but dropped the
Jim
Lindblad
75-80--155
In
the
fourth
flight, Bill Nall,
be held August 21-22 at the Murray State Tennis Complex.
for the tournament.
record low for the tournament
nightcap 7-4.
Chad Stewart
70-76-157
Last year, a record 175 persons participated in the toursince it has been played on the Murray, was the winner 163, Steve Farmer
79-79-158
Angels 7, Rangers 3
Carl
Ham
11410-161
three
strokes
in
front
Stuart
of
ney and this year's tourney should be even larger as the
present 18 holes since 1969.
Stanton's grand slam off
Gene Fisher
9,4-79-163
Poston, also of Murray. In
women's 35 and over division has been added.
The Invitational record is 135,
Steve Foucault with two out in
third
place,
was
Charlie
Irwin
Entry fee for singles will be four dollars and doubles will
set by Bill Graham, former
the 11th was his first home run
NATIONAL LEAGUE
with 167, while Don Grogan,
be eight dollars. Junior singles will be three dollars. A
Mutray State golfer from
East
of the season. It followed a
John Quertermous, and Dale
W
L
player can only be in three events.
Murray, but this was set when
leadoff single by Terry
64 29
Phila
Nance tied for fourth with 168.
Comercial Rabbit Producers
; The deadline for entries is August 19. Entries should be
the course was only nine holes
Pi'-s
52 43
13
Humphrey and two-out inJohn Williams, Paducah, was
New York
mailed to: Murray Open Tennis Championships, Box 224,
50 48
16/
1
2 and the 36-hole tournament
tentional walks to Jerry Remy
. Louis
42 52
1
2
22/
next with 159.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
played by touring it four
and
Ch icago
Bobby Bonds after
39 56
26
Billy Brandon, Murray, won
Entires will also be accepted by !phoning the Murray
ton-real
times.
30
*INCOME
Limited Only by
59
32.
Humphrey moved around to
the fifth flight with 170, two
West
Park and Recreation Department at 753-7640, Gary HohYour Time
*GUARAN
TEED
third on a sacrifice and an
Cincinnaii
Golliher, who finished two strokes in
61 36
.629
front of Billy Dan
:nan at 753-7430 or Patsy Beauchamp at 753-0429.
Los Ping
54 43
.557
infield out.
strokes behind last year's
Crouse, Murray, with 172. Ted
Play will begin at 9 a.m. August 21 and balls will be furNO us"on
50 50 .500
winner, Mike Perpich of
Yankees 6, Red Sox 5
San Diego
48 50 .490
Lawson, Murray, was third
nished for semifinal and championship matches only.
A - I an'a
-44 53
.454
Louisville, with 142, shot the
Chambliss
slammed
place
winner with 177, and
The categories include: men's singles, men's 35 and
Join our growing TEAM of producers furnishing fryers
San Fran
.42 57
.424 20
same score this year to finish
reliever Tom House's only
David Stiles was the. fourth
Sunday's Results
over singles, men's 45 and over singles and men's open
to the Waverly, Ohio, plant. We need 10,000 a week.
third, but his 67 round Sunday
pitch into the bleachers to cap
Philadelphia 13, Piiisburgh
place
winner
with
178,
doubles. For women, there are three categories including
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
Mon,real 2, New York 1
was the best 18 of the tour- followed
a comeback that began after
by Richard Knight
women's singles, 35 and over singles and open doubles.
S.. Louis 4, Chicago 3
nament. He shot a 35 on the
Boston led 5-0 in the fifth in-,
Write:
with
180.
Hous•ort 1, San Francisco 0,
„
Also, mixed doubles will be held.
10 innings
front and 32 on the back.
ning.
The golfers were preUNITED RABBIT RANCHERS ASSN.
. In the junior division, play for both girls and boys will be
'Los Angeles 1, San Diego 0
Hickman's Jesse McNeil flighted
Brew3rs 3, Orioles 1
by " minimax han954 E. Main
Cincinnaii 7, A.larc a 6
held in 18 and under singles, 14 and under singles and 10
was 6th with 145, followed by dicaps
Monday's Games
Bill Travers allowed three
as follows: ChamChillicothe, Ohio 45601
and under singles.
Mon!ceal
6-4, Johnny
,anhcruse
(S
Quepermous, pionship flight, 0 to 3; first
hits, one'a solo hoitier by Paul Dunning"0-41
or phone 614-773-21
a, Chicago (Renko
Murray, and Scott Nall, Jr., flight, 4 through 7; second,
Blair, as Milaukee completed 3-5, S one 2-2), 2
8
Mayfield,
New
with
while
York
146,
three
(Ma,lack 10-41 a,
a four-game weekend sweep of
thraign 10;„ third, 11 through
Philadelphia (Chris,erison 8-5), finished
with 147-David 14, fourth, 15 through 18; and
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
the Orioles. The Brewers (n)
and
Jerry the fifth, 19 and up. Fifty-two
A BIG VILLA
AT
Los Angel es (Su"on .10-8) a, Buckingham
scored twict in the second
Avian -a (Moron 1-7), In)
any weight
Caldwell, both'
of Murray, and golfers made up the cheminning on a bases-loaded wild
San Francisco ()Vowelusco 9pitch by Dave Pagan following 8) a- Cincinna•I (Norman 84), Terry Sloan, Paducah.
pionship flight,
LAuNDENED TO PERFECTION
In the first flight, Roy
three consecutive walks and (n)
The golfers and their scar
GOOD ALL WEEK '
Pi••sburgh (Reuss 10-5) a. Si. Cothran of the Oaks Country
Tim Johnson's two-out single
were:
Louis (Denny 5-41, (n)
NO LIMIT
San Diego (Spinner 29) a!
off Rudy May.
Enjoy your own private villa _at the World'sFious-on (Dierker 9-9), In)
Tigers 9-5, Indians 1-4
Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
Pedro
Garcia's
two-run
East
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
triple
turned
'out to be the
WLPct.GB
Kong, Swedish House.
New
York
60
3.i
,645
-game-winning hit as Detroit
Each villa completely equipped for
Ballmore
46 48 '.489 14, 2
piled up a five-run lead and
\ housekeeping. air conditioned,
Cleveland
45 47
.489 14' 2
with spacious lawns, room
45 48
.484 15
held on to win the nightcap
Bos,on
telephones, Pe, shopping center
42 51
.452 18
beht.i a 17-hit attack. In the
,I
6000 !tit Sr), •^A Li^A.SLI3
Milwkee'
41
50
.451
18
Murray State track star Cuthbert Jacobs made his
OCEAN BATHING
h
OR LADIES
opener,
John
West
Wockenfuss
KanCi
resurisDA v
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
second and third appearances Sunday at the Summer
Oakland
51
46
.526 8
playground Golf, tennis privileges
drove in two runs with a
Texas
Olympics
in
46
48
.489
Montreal.
11'
1
2
An easy drive to all Florida attrachomer and single, Aurelio
0
Minn eso'ti
46 49
484 12½
tions Pets welcome. Fishing
A week ago Saturday, Jacobs and former IVISU star
Chicago
ea 32 .458 14*17
Rodriguez added a two-run
Axing.
Dog
Auto;
Alai.
sprinter Fred Sowerby were in the opening ceremonies.
California
42 57 .424 18
lit V 27 28 79
single
and
Garcia
slammed a
Sv.11
:
11 Larger unitsemiatin
Sunday's Results
Sowerby carried the flag for Antigua while Jacobs was
two-run homer.
De-roi• 9 5, Cleveland 1 4
following immediately behind.
Plan
ION
Minneso,a 13-4, Chicago 8 7
AC AT
Twins 13-4, White Sox 8-7
SOMMER V
New York 6, Bos,on 5
Sunday, Jacobs finished second in the first preliminary
Pinch hitter Lamar JohnMilwaukee 3, 13al• i more 1
YOUR
heat.
In the quartet-final heat, Jacobs had a shot at
California 7, Texas 3, 10 in
ENJCII
son's three-run homer in the
finishing in the top four but faded in the final 15 meters of
nings
seventh
inning
brought
Oakland 9, Kansas Ci,y 2
the 200-meter dash and finished fifth.
Chicago from behind in the
Monday's Games
Sowerby should appear on television tonight during the
Cleveland (Thomas 2-1)
nightcap and snapped the
Bos,on (Tian, 10-8), (n)
tnaLs for the 400-meter dash and Jacolk could well appear
RES
eare:(aF1ss UM!
Twins' longest winning streak
New York (Flun,er 12-8) a,
also as he was also expected to enter the event for his
Bal-imore (Pagan 2-3), (n)
of the season at five games.
. For tree color brochure and orforrnetion WM.
rgk
nation.
De-roi, (MacCormack 0-5 or
Dept.
• ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
vats let The
Rod
Carew's
basesioaded
Bare 4-5) a• Milwaukee (Col.
price a ream
Sowerby, now track coach in Washington, D. C., has the
- ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
born6,11), (n)
pinch triple featured a five10th fastest 400-meter time in the world this year. Jacobs,
Texas (Blyleven 6-12) Elf min •
run Minnesota rally in the
neso,a (Gol,z 8.8), (n)
Omits* Sleepy*
who will be teaching at a high school in St. Louis this fall
sixth inning of the opener that
Kansas Ci,y (Flizinorris 11-6)
Gear
and will be head soccer coach and assistant track coach,
a.
California
(Ryan
7-12),
(n)
offset five RBI
. by Chicago's
7 am.4 vat
had the fastest indoor quarter mile in the world last
Chicago (Johnson 9-8) a, Oak Jorge Ortaland (Mi,chell 6-5), (n)
Nee 7S3-1014
February.
Mike Shelbourne, a rangy,
23-year-old from Paducah,

7142-1$3

A's Outraged By Statement
Made By Otis, Blast Royals

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
.., Business

Registration Open For
City Tennis Tournament

1

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

"I

WANTED

Who Need:

MARKET
.INDEPENDENCE
.SECURITY

APAIWNIENT

SHIRTS

DAYTONA BEACH

BLANKET

Jacobs, Sowerby Should
Be In Olympics Tonight

PIECE SUITS

One HOUR

Row

DRY

cLeaneRs
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IITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
2. Notice
H4I1CUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Horbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

Wards, Radio Shack, Big

K, Chuck's Music Center, Otasco, Murray
Nome and Auto Store,
Thorn's

measure
16 PileCh scar?

10 Communal
12 COoled lava

Puzzler

-.. •

nitary

50 Hebrew
month
52 Prepare tor
print
•53 Vessel
56 Roman
tyrant
58 Hails
60 Note ot
maintain
63 Clotriesmakef
65 Slinks
66 Stearnaltip
(abbr
67 Worthless
leaving

Dart

Abstract
being
21 Ireland
22 Babylonian
deity
23 Shreds
26 nenod Of
ig

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
'753-39%
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens763-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

•

maps

priest

written

24 Solar clisk
25 Cepocn
monkey
27 Alms box
28 Period ot
time
29 Tab
r 2 3 i',4

51 uninteresting
32 Quarrel
Person
36 Once
54 Aroma
around
55 Civil in WY
track
56 A contintnt
37 Leads
IOW /
42 Mother 01
Castor and 57 Bitter vetch
59 Spar ish
noibs
yes
44 Corded
82 Part ot 'Ic
COM
be
t
we,gh
46 Gem
64 Behold'
48 Swings
..•.96

5

..4

7

110

>"*. t.1
f•:-C'

MealtUre

45

40

76
31

..
N35 .16 J:

5

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM
Sikeston, Missouri

g

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

27

r.i.x.33

1)

5 Lost And Found

42 ". • ....* 3 44

t41
,. 447
46 :

46

:s::: :`,...,:" '
ft

,..7/57

61

02

r`..: i.:,•;,,

49

ii 15
,S1 '

knot

Di tr by United

**lure

Or

LiT4F.';

4/I'.

,73.
34

34

for Jost cOn fideptid.1
vice, coil 471-1930
471-4021

174-1111

21
)
70 q4

19

DOWN
I Competent
2 Ache
3 Printer $

IS YOUR BUSINESS
FOR SAW

4
17,

la6

79

4 PleCe Set in
5 implied
8 Provided.
prepared
and served
food
7 Greeting
The calms
9Poem bY
Homer

I --6

11
15

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

41 aook 01

30 Trtietan

11 Compass
pomt
17 City in
Russia
20 Mu$.c as

time

• 19 Level
•:,:.31 Meat:km/s
-43 Note of
scale
.:;,34 Note of
$cale
• 35 Ancient
38 Plunge
39 Symbol tor
calcium
40 Part ot to
be
41 metal
tastener
43 Sandarac
tree
45 Moccasin

Radios,
Hardware,

5 Lust And Found

If You
Need Them:

Roses, Dennison Hunts
Sporting Goods, Uncle
Jeffs, JAB Music.

Scale
61 Biblical

is Tat.,one

CB

Starks

47 Church digACROSS
I Simian
4 Pronoun
6 Seal
Fruit "
. 4
13 Passageways
t5cninase
oistance

2. Notice

KATHRYN GARRtSON'S
BREAKER All CB'ERS
Sewtique.
1103
Mulberry. All fabric 20
Don't
forget
to
per cent off. All for sale
register your handles
2 zig zag sewing
. in the new Purchase
machines with cabinet. Area CB Directory.
and one cabinet.
You may pick up your
registering
handle
cards at the following
business: Montgomery

limmnrITIrtrimanft
iG

Crossword

2 Notice

1 1

matt. Inc.

LOST
AIR
COMPRESSOR between
Hazel and Highway 121
on Old Murray-Pari:
Rd. $25.00 reward
Contact 492-8121 or 492
8405.

TAN AND SUEDE ladies
billfold lost on Chestnut
near University. Call
7534445.

EXWANTED
PERIENCED presser.
Apply College Cleaners.
1411 Olive Blvd.
EXPERIENCED BABY
SITTER in my home
Starting August 30th,
Monday thru Friday.
Call 753-5492 after 3 p.
m.
RECESSION? WHAT'S
THAT? SMC Industries
of Dallas. Texas is
expanding operation
and
has
several
positions open for
dealers, sale managers,
in Your area. This is
solid business opportunity in the safety
and security field,
backed by a company
with 138 years of
valuablz experience. If
you have a sales or sales
management
background and want to
be in theL $35,000 plus
income br-aciet call
Ronnie Giles, collect at
205-825-3.301, 9 a. m. 3 p.
Monday
and
m.
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise please. Call
now for a personal
private interview this
week in Murray.

SLUGGO - YOU'VE
GOT TO HELP ME - -OUR SINK IS
CLOGGED UP

BEETLE BAILEY

Administrator
for MurrayCalloway County
Transit
System.
Prefer a
retired person.

Positions also
available for
Bus Drivers.

a.-

10r
dIN '
'AOU'RE NOT GOING
ANYWHERE, MYSTERY
MAW ADU REFUSED
AVY THieDNE„
YOU LOVE)
AA REFUSC:Y

ICE -MAKER. 450 lb. per
day, 550 lb. storage.
$1250. Call 753-1930 or
753-7205.
USED 12 cubic foot GE
chest food freezer. Good
condition. Call 753-3330
after 4 p. m. or all time
on weekends.
THREE PIECE Krohler
living room suite, 2
beds, fruit- jars, leien
spreader, platform'
chair, oil drum. Call
atter 5 p.m. 753-1394,

Fer Si.
One 8 z 12 walk-in cooler
One 6 z 8 walk-in Freezer
Now m operation.
Jerry's Resterrost
S. 1260 Street, Murray,

16. Home FuTnishings
GOLD GAS STOVE, good
condition. Antique roll
top desk at least 100
years old. Call 753-9854.

City
Clerk's
Office _,

WIGGINS FURNITURE,
VI miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong
vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns- to
choose from. Call 7534566. We deliver.

Positions to be tilled by August 9.

WANTED,
SALES
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $300-$500
per week, plus auto
expense
bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
Must
be
married,
honest, dependable, and
willing to
assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.

WELL CONSTRUCTED
10 drawer maple chest,
$50. Twin size bed
frame, $18.00. Brass
twin headboard, $15.00.
Twin box spring, $20.
Call 753-8416.

ELE(WROLVX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

10. Business Opportunity

18 Sewing Machines
Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES & SERVICE

753-5323
Bel-Air Center
19 Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
TWO ROW CORN head.
45 John Deere combine.
4650. Call753-8997.
A FARMALL tractor with
plow,
disc
and
cultivator. Excellent
condition. $800. Call 4362448.
20.Sports Equipment

II Insauctions

we's GOT EYES
PUT THAT
TEN DOLLARS
SACK!

0

0

IN THE BACK OF
HIS WALLET! ii

RIDING
LESSONS
people of all ages.
Horses trained for all
riding club events. Call
753-3583.
14 Want To Buy
COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
FEATHERBEtS WANTED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
WANTED USED AIR
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-1551 or 7539104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale,
$25 and up.
WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648

1.5' RUNABOUT Seaking
35 h. p. motor, tilt
trailer, excellent condition. $650.00. Phone
753-5151 or 653-1621.
SRI RIG, fiberglass.
70 h.p. Skis and all accessories. $650. Call 7536179.
•

15'

YAMAHA
Classical
guitar in good condition.
$55. Call 436-2634.
REPOSSESSED organ
like net.. Balance due.
Talc,
! up payment 9.11
console stereo. J P B
Music, call 753-7575.
23 Eiterminatin,g
SNAILS
SLUGGS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelly
Termite
and Pest
Control.753-3914.

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Reporis

i

' Kelley's Ierntrte
8 Pest Control

100 South 13 Street
Flies. Roaches
Sauer 'Fi;h 8 Shrubs

Phone 753-3914

17 Vacuum Cleaners

ELDERLY MAN would
like to have room and
board in private home.
Call 753-2526.

FOR LEASE major
brand service station.
Potential unlimited.
Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6p.in. Murray 436-5459.

20 Sports Equ:pment

MAYTAG 3 cycle front
loading gas dryer. Call
753-6954.

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

VENDING ROUTES
Excellent
opportunity.
Only 4-10 hours weekly
with complete company
training and location
set-up. Investment of
$600-$5,000. Call Toll
Free, Mr. Carson 1-800237-2806.

limy -

15. Articles For Sale

Pick up
applications at

COCA COLA
Vending machine, 5
flavors,
240
can
capacity, less than 4
years old. Model 295.
Also one potato chip
machine and one candy
bar machine. Call 7531340. extension 239 from
8 a.m.to 5 p.m.

.
7/60,
PEOPLE At:Pei( BETTER
WrTN ENcOURAWANT celARAIN
NAN Wm4 cPerricifm.
•...A
X CAL.i. IT
EMP471.1

4.119

Wanted

9 Situations Wanted

4,44

4

SOMEOISIE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call zone manager, 7535550.

6. Help Wanted

WELL qOU JUST LISTEN .
HE'S Rt6HT BEHIND ME..
‘far JUST LISTEN._

1

6 Help Wanted

14' ALUMINUM fishing
boat and trailer. $150.
Call 753-6556.
16 Fr. ASTROGLAS bass
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.
1972 model boat and
motor. Fully equipped.
$2,900. Call 489-2149.
CUSTOM
CAMOUFLAGE paint
job for your bow. Five
colors. Shadow pattern.
Call 753-8351.
28' PONTOON boat, 65 h.
p. Johnson motor.
Ready to go. Call 7534904.
18 FT. DAY CRUISER
1968, motor and trailer.
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip No.
22 at Kerilake Marina or
call 753-8019.
1975 RANG LEL BASS
boat, 115 Evinrude
engine. Fully equpped. Call 753-9646.
14' CHEROKEE boat, 18
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good condition. Call 436-5561 after
5:30 p. m.

27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 NORRIS 12 x 61.
Extra nice. New 26,000
BTU air conditioner.
Sears washer and dryer.
Underpinned. Located
at Fox Meadows, Lot E8. Call 753-5868.
12 x 0 MOBILE HOME,
furnished
or
Unfurnished.
Two
bedroom, 1% bath,
central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
436-5839.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 1 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 large
patios, 2 air conditioners. On 1 acre lot
across from
East
Elementary. New
storage
building,
reasonable price. Call
753-1775.
1472 SKYLINE 12 x 64 2
bedroom, large living
room, front kitchen,
built-in
appliances,
furniture included,
central heat and air,
storm windows, porches
and underpinning. Have
to see to appreciate. Call
days 4364483, after 6 p.
m.753-7450.
.1273 12 x 57beitroNa:
House
furniture,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioner
and underpinning. Good
condition. Call 753-7855.
10 x 541 TRAILER with
nice porch and underpinning. Call 4362172.

I: -9

a-TRAILER, 2
bedroom, - air conditioned. $4,200. Call 4354588, if no answer call
753-9808.

28. Heating 8 Wiling

-411,

24 Miscellaneous
FOR SALE FOUR burial
plots in Christus Gardens
Murray
at
Memorial Gardens. Sell
for $750. Call coiled
(615)446-6782.
1974 KAWASAKI, 1971
Honda 100. Polaron
Riding mower. Call 1247-7513.
GAS DRYER, in good
condition, Black SI
decker grass trimmer,
and 75 H. P. Mercury
motor.See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30p. m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Heltopedic or foam.
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

AIR
CONDMONERS,
17,000 BTU, 15,000 BTU,
12,000 BTU. Call 7530762.
MOD AIR CONDITIONER
used two seasons.
Moving
must sell,
$125.00. Call 4354589.
TWO 54910 BTU, one 6000
and one 24,000 BTU air
conditioners. Call 7533259.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO HOUSE TRAILERS
on waterfront lot on
Blood River Lake. Call
436-2427,
NICE TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, small
court, one or 2 people.
$70. Call 753-8216 after 5
p.m.
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FURNISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.

26 IV Rad:n
TAKE UP $15 monthly
payment on 25" color
console TV: One black
and white for $5.00 a
month. Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Horne Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS, one or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apartments. South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.

Special
8Post Office Cars
Identical 1973 Valiant Dusters, 6,000-8.000
miles. Used for city delivery here in
Murray.
" -These 6 cylinder automatics are
great tor gas
mileage.
,. Starting price $25410. $2,00. $2300.
To be reduced $100.00 each week until
all are
sold.
Slack
Geld
Whig% soon'
Light Green
Grey,
Tam
Mae
Dark Green
Rod

Firm Prices-No Trade-Ins

Taylor Motors
„Inc.
303 S. 4th - 753-1372

••••
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3/ Apartments For Rent

38. Pets

For Rent
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Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 or 7535101 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 753.
510$ after 6p. m.
DUPLEX Apartment.
Call 753-7850 or 733-8681.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS for 2-5 girls.
Carpeted. Extra nice.
Near University. Call
753-0669.

Supplies

.412=11111
41L

POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm.„ Call 436-2510
Thursday, in town at
753-4551, Connie Lampe.
AKC REGISTERED
Doberman Pinscher
puppies. All male. Reds
and blacks. Nine weeks
old. Call 753-4510.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
40 Produce
FRESH SWEET corn and
tomatoes. Phone 7535566 or come to
McCallon residence at
Stella.

34 Houses For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM
brick home for sale or
rent. Call 4364479.
TWO BEDROOM house
with bath. Gas heat, $80
per month in Hardin.
Call 753-4661,
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, air condition. $120
a
month.
Adults
pre/erred. Call 753-1962.

U-PICK TOMATOES now
ready, 10 cents per
pound. Also now booking
order fro freezing corn,
both sweet and open
polinated white field
corn. Tom Herndon,
Route 5, Box 396, call
436-2139 after 6p. m.
43. Real Estate

1004 FAIRLANE - 3
bedroom brick with
garage,
attached
electric wall beat,
36 For Rent Or Lease
dining room, wall to wall
FOR RENT: HOUSE
carpeting, utility room
- 4NP f417113110 apart- ....and built-in range. Nice
ment. Call 753-4109.
residential area, close to
shopping centers. Call
37 livestock Supplies
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, Boyd-Msjors
BEAUTIFUL five year
Real Estate.
horse
old quarter
gelding. Moving - must FIVE ACRES under
sell. $160. Good saddle
fence with metal barn.
$40. Call 435-4589.
Shaded 3 bedroom brick
home with a 16 x 40
38 Pets Supplies
utility building. Three
miles
from
town.
DOBERMAN PINSCHER
$36,000. Will consider
pups, all healthy, ready
trade for house in town.
to go. Excellent watch.
Call 753-8500.
dog. $75.00 each. Call
Paris 642-7118 after 5,
642-9850.
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
GERMAN
A KC
located in Kentucky
SHEPHERD, male, 10
Lake area. County road
weeks old, excellent
runs thru this parcel arid
bloodline. $50. Call
can be divided into 7
Mayfield,247-3865.
large building sites.
May be purchased for
BEAGLE DOGS, two 9
only $3995 with MO down
months old. One grown.
and $40 per month. Also
Call 753-3190.
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
ENGLISH BIRD dog
with a small down
puppies. Eight weeks
payment and monthly
old. Call 753-4921.
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
MINIATURE POODLE.
inspect phone Robert E.
Male. Phone 753-3041.
Thornburg at 436-5320.

ri„„ )4„,
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food liners

Pictures From

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Recital
May Be Picked Up

Monday, July 26
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
and

Tuesday, July 27
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
818 S. 9111

Photography by David Hill

B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
j$35
For all complete full size cars delivered
to,..
Junction Hwy BB & BO
Aurora, Ky
For Pickup Service
Call 474-8864

OWNER WANTS OFFER
on this quality home in
Gatesborough. Home is
well built and has many
fine features including, 3
bedrooms, '• 2 baths,
living room, kitchen
with all built-ins, including trash compactor.
Den
with
fireplace, and built-in
bookcases and study
area, wired for stereo
throughout house,
central vacuum, 2 car
attached garage with
automatic door opener
and abundant storage
areas. This is an opportunity to get an
excellent buy on a well
located, quality home.
Phone 753-1222. KOPPERUD REALTY for
good old fashioned
personal service and
current Real Estate
Knowledge.

Oee Of A Med
This plartersd wells beam
/
2 baths, 2 car
witb 11
gonapo, metal oir, 20011 sq.
ft. Woe located mem
coilege.
Mae Am Offer
Ow this 3 bedroom with deo
A kitchen cembination geed
oho Neil teem & bedrooms
hs sae of this better
location of Warm.
Wilson les. & Real [stet,
7334263 Anytime

FEATURED THIS
WEEK
Very
attractive
2
bedroom brick veneer in
Westwood Subdivision.
Thermopane windows,
large fireplace, garage,
all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.
Price $26,750. Call GUY
SPANN REALTY 901
SYCAMORE STREET,
753-7724.
OFFICE SPACE FOR
RENT. Downtown office
space for lease, 1600 sq.
ft. of office space.
Located at 511 Main
Street. Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1272. for all
your Real Estate Needs.
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
44. tots For Sale

IP X 30ID

HOUSE AND 534 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
Broad
Street,
605
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
this property in 1970 plus
$500.00 for new windows,
bathroom fixtures,
studding and electrical
wiring. Excellent opexfor
porttmity
terprising person or
handyman. Call 7538390.

WANTED ELDERLY
lady to keep in state
approved home. Call
753-6392.

PURCELL'S
LARRY
excavating dozer work.
Call collect 1-554-5093.

DRIVEWAYS, turnarounds, parking area.
White
rocked
and
graded. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
, 7534429 after 4 p.m.

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimates, call 753. 7238.

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free
estimates. Over 30 years,
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
MS.. yet med mambos,

or service coil

"NOT LEFT-OVERS FROM 'THE QUEEN
PINNER PARTY AGAIN TONIGHT,
fl?'BE
46 Homes For Sale
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and laa baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
BY OWNER - spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
with sunken living room,
den and 2 car garage.
Near Murray High
School. $44,500. Call 7530783.
BY OWNER- extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen-den combination,
good location. Call 7538673.
WARM, Spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496.
47. Motorcycles
HERCULES
1975
motorcycle. 252 miles.
Like new. $975. Call 7538615.
1974 YAMAHA 100 MX,
just had overhaul.
Excellent condition
$400. Call 753-0189.
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
good condition. '
1972 HONDA CB 350, 3700
actual miles. Good
shape. 8475. Call 7537173.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1968
PLYMOUTH
Roadrunner, $450. 1965
Plymouth ;195. 1972
Toyota, $895. Call 4892595. •

1974 PINTO STATION
Wagon, factory air
condition. Four speed
stick transmission, real
good tape player and
stereo speakers. Runs
real good, very clean.
Brand
new
tires.
Average retail $2800.
Will sacrifice for $2150.
Call 753-0123 days or 7537699 nights,
1968 FORD, Vs ton, 4
wheel drive. $1000. 1966
GMC, long wheel base,
V-8, straight shift. $400.
Call 753-9340.
1973 PINTO automatic,
radio and tape player.
81350. Call 489-2595.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA
225 with extras. $2950.
Also
1971
VW
Squareback, air conditioned, one owner.
$1150. Call 753-4445.
1967 BONNEVILLE, 2
door . hardtop, power
steering, power brakes.
$700. 1957 Studebaker
Golden Hawk, new
paintjob. $850. Call 7538583

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

is.
emoipasont
Nen.g is what roe know
host. We hove steam clitimen
and other cleanly eweimeourt

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

I.. root, or if yes prefer we
wiN clew your carpets one
floors for you.
753-7753

1964 THUNDERBIRD,
Immaculate. $850. Call
753-0703 after 2:00.
1979 IMPALA, power and
air, needs motor work.
Best offer. Call 753-0509.

Furches
Jewelry

A

rti

8' OVERHEIAD MidStatesman. Stove and
icebox. Call 753-3583

CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Gall
.igler 5. 436-2476.

--11"--TRAtEHR, camper:*
Sleeps six. Call 733-4904.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
custom
patio
porch
and
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.,

1. Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decoratiire
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime.
Mark
Huey
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 7535795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
and
Wilson
aluminum siding and
trim on your house
Colors
also
patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 427-5425.
ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling. repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
HOME
IMBOB'S
PROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work.
Call 436-2502.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Mucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354
8161 or 1-354-8138.
CARPET
KIRBEY
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 7534343.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills,call Doug Taylor at
for
753-2310
free
estimates

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

LAKELAND.- CON,
STURCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. • Call Ross,
436-2505.

FREE TWO MALE
kittens. Three months
old. Yellow and. whOe.
Were abandoned and
need good home. Call
753-3535 after 5:00 p. m.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
clay,dr night.

FREE: Adult orange
tabby cat. Lovable and
sweet. Desperately
needs a good home. Call
753-4783 after 5:00 p. m4

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

FREE: two 12 weeks old
kittens. Male is black
and female is gray and
Perfect
white.
childrens' pets. Call 75$0804 after 5:00 p. m.

GENERA
. L BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-23.0 for free
estimates of your needs.

54 fiee Cclumn

For dependable watch and
jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

54 Free Column

LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530604.

WILL DO sewing in my
home. Call 753-0251.

113 5, 4th Street
Alrarrey

1956 INTERNATIONAL
good farm truck. Runs
good. Looks good. $550.
Call 753-7699 or 753-0123.
50 Campers

51 Seroces Ottered

1 Services Offered

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combine.
Call 753-8090.

1/4 ACRE RESIDENTIAL
lot. Two miles out 641
South. Price $2500. Call -1972
PINTO.
Low
753-7867.
mileage. Call 436-2427„,_
45. Farms For Sale
1966 THUNDERBIRD
convertible. Tennessee
1111 ACRE FARM. Four
car. 65,000 actual miles.
room house. One mile
West of Dexter. Call
Needs paint job. Good
Johnny McLeod, Benmechanical condition.
See at Taber! Body
ton,527-8669 after 4 p. m.
Shop. $2,000 or best
46 Homes For Sale
offer. Serious inquiries
only.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, central heat and 1969 GALAXIE
500, 4
air,- 1
baths, cedar
door, stereo,8 track AMfence backyard, well
FM radio. Good conlandscaped lot. Nice
dition. $500. Call 753-4120
subdivision. Call 753after 4:00 p. m.
4023 or 753-4448.
FIVE ROOM BRICK
house, built-in oven and
range, electric heat,
Large dry basement,
attached garage. 3.65
acres, 8 miles from
Murray. Call 436-5479.

51 Services Offered

Another View

FREE FOUR week old
Jack Dempsy aquarium
fish. Call 753-0634.
GREY AND WHITE
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
753-3994.

FREE--Six of the cutest
and
most lovable
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeks olci.
Three are males, solni
are
black.
Three
females, black, brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were abandoned at the
new City Park and are
now under the care of
the Humane Society.
These pups all have
sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
to be in excellent health.
Call either 7534994 or
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.

WANTEDINDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICIANS IN REPAIR
MACHINICS
(Applicants must have minimum of 3 years
industrial experience.) Excellent fringe
benefits - hospitalization, retirement, paid
holidays, 110) and vacation.
Must be able to read schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC.
PItene-iar- Write: C. E. Stelae, Personnel
Manager, General Tiro and Ilubbar Co. One
Gtoneral Street, Mayfield, Ky. 420114. hone
(502)2414730 *infusion 137
LII ECIUAl OPPRIUNITY EMP(OYEll. Mt.

,_
._Dial-A-Nervie
.•
( This alphabetized page will run weekly --clip it from
the paper and Nise for han6 reference)

)1.
WO

I.

Oil'

•

di

S.

IIP w
REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

Fire
753-1441

502-492-8837
Hwy.641-6 miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner & Operator
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
a Pest Control
100 S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

Custom-Built
PortableBuilding

7530984
Prices start at 8386.00.
Complete,floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose
from. Built to order

753-3914

Carrier
w
(Warty Service

Company
753-9290
-- Commercial, resider).
tial, industrial &
Refrigeration.
We service all brands!!!

Poison
WIRINGPaper
ELECTRICAL
Control
Hanging _..
RESIDENTIAL S.
Center
Pointing.
COMMERCIAL

753-7588

Installations &
Service

474-8841 753-7203
24 Hour Service
Anderson Electric
& Fred's Repair

Mercy
Professional
Ambulance
Corp.

753-9332
PROFESSIONAL
DOG GROOMING

Hinman's
Rentals

Poodles - Schnauzers
and Cockers

dealt. Wes were eel
or dry rec. wan Wk. tine it
Caw sat krailere*Islic wl,
creme Me MIL MVP Nik, Roe,
leis coorreleleekeedar
753-5703
Nak piper

753-0961
Residences,
cornmercial. Canvasing, *
Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

Police
753-1621

s.

...h.L.4
Murray
Ledger & Times
receive
yourp
u do o aseeall
If you
paper please

753-19161
Between 5:30 & 6:00

If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair

753-9437
East Side
Small Engine
Hwy.94 East
Appliance
Repair

753-3037

While You Wait
duplicating

Dunn Furniture
T.V. i
groomed and bathed.Appliance
Call Betty Beshoar for
Murray,Ky. appointment,.
102S. 4th St.
Thirtpoot
Quasar
Murray,Ky.
Clipped
Any Dog

753-5397

802 N.. 18th Street
Murray.

753-8841

.
RADIO, TELEVISION A CO
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

Taber's Body
Shop

Murray Calloway
County Hospital

14 Hour Wrecker Ser-

753-5131

vice

-

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177

.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

1301 Chestnut Murray.
Ky.
s

4748841
Anderson Electric Inc.
•

Mire im see

9... t.,,p.... yew, eta.
0.0-teliti.n.
ownws.9
,
,
•\..,
Si.M
41
"
•__,• --S

MOBIL/ HOMES
UNDERPINNED

753-1873
after 5 p. m. or weekenris Your choice of color
materials
and
Hurricane Straps.

Mee.

%
1'
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Memo Services
Held Sundal' For
Harvey L Nash

Want Season Ticket For UK
Cage Games? Try Being Rich

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
A veritable pecking order of
the powerful, the wealthy and
'atiie influential will get first
. Memorial services Harvey craek at season tic ets or the
Lewis Nash were held Sunday new University of Kentucky
at eight p. m:at the chapel of basketball iicana that opens
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral this fall.
In outlining the University's
Home,Benton, with David Lee
ticket distribution plan,
Hendrickson officiating.
Nash, age 33, of Wayne, athletic director Cliff Hagan
Mich., a construction worker, has indicated that persons
drowned in the Gulf of Mexico with influence will get the best
about 9:30 p. m. qn July 14. He seats at the new Rupp Arena.
was working on a shrimp boat Persons whose friendt haVe
about thirty-five miles from influence also will do well in
the Texas coast near the quest for good seats, he
Galveston, when he ap- indicated.
If you don't have any
parently fell overboard. His
powerful
friends, a conbody has not been recovered.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. tribution of at least $50 to the
Marilyn Nash, and
, two university's Blue and White
daughters and one son, fund will get you on a priority
Wayne, Mich.; his mother, list, Hagan said, adding that a
Mrs. Mary E. Faughn, and his bigger contribution will
stepfather, Otho Faugh, -produce a better seat.
Benton; two sisters, Mrs. The Blue and White fund is
Madonna Elkins, Hardin, and used to pay for items — such
Mrs. Patrice Edmonds, South as scholarships and equipFulton, Tenn.; three brothers, ment — that aren't covered by
David Nash, Decatur, Ill, the regular athletic departRobert Nash, Wayne, Mich., ment budget.
Fans who have priorities on
and Jimmy Nash, Idaho;
season
tickets in old Memorial
grandfather, Curlin Thompson, Benton Route Eight.

Funeral Is Today
For Zenas Queen

ii

Funeral services for Zenas
Queen of the Kentucky Lake
Development Area are being
held today at two p.m. at
Oceana, West Virginia, with
burial to follow in the Forrest
Lawn Cemetery at Pecks Mill,
West Virginia.
Mr. Queen, age 62, died
Thursday at 4:04 p.m. at his
home. He retired last,October
from his position in the
Wilding and maintenance
department 'of the S. C.
Electric Company, Chicago,
Ill. He had had a summer
home here since 1968.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Alma Slone Queen, to whom
he was married January 16,
1937; three sons, Neil of
Gallipolis, Ohio., Ellery of
Northbrook, I1L, and Kyle
Queen of Mishawake, Ind.;
two sisters, Mrs. DeForest
Johnston of Maryland and
Mrs. Jack Smith of Columbus,
Ohio; one brother, Ira B.
Queen, West Virginia; four
grandchildren.

Kiddie Day
At Oaks Club
Kiddie Fun Day for
preschool through third grade
will be held at the Oaks
Country Club on Tuesday,
July 27, at eleven a. m.
Each member may invite.
two guests with a charge of
fifty cents per person being
made. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch and drinks will be
furnished.
Mary Beth Imes, Lashlee
Foster, Patsy Fain, and
Shirley Grasty are members
of the commee in charge.

ncesl stocks of local sitarist et moo
,
odoy furnished to the Ledger I Thaw by
M Senors C4. are as Wows •
Industrial Avg

-49

33% toe
Hagan said 6,808 seats in Airco
.Amer Motors
mc
Rupp Arena will be reserved Ashland Oil
27% -44
AT&T
57% +44
for students on a "first come, Ford
II% sic
first served basis," with lines Gen Motors
+.
T1re
2344 me
to form the Wednesday before Gen
Goodrich
211% me
each game.
GuU Olt
X% one
Pennerait
3444 -%
Faculty nlembers will be Quaker
Oats
*44 +%
allocated 2,000 seats at a RepublieStesi
30% -AS
Singer
21% -%
„cliscount price, Hagan said.
8% one
TaPP08
Other seats, perhaps around Western Union
lb% +.
Zenith
3,000, will fill the university's
public relations needs, Hagan
Prices a! Alec 41 beat interest at sues.
EDT. Wow, feroished to the Ledger &
said. He said that category
Tunes by Fleet et Whips. Corp., it
Murray,ere as Wham
includes complementary seats
for government officials, the Heublein Inc
5144 +%
& Broad
11 -44
university's
president, Kaufman
Ponderosa Systems
WA -%
coaches, the visiting team and Kimberly Clark
e,42% .
+
Mr% +41
Union Carbide
the civic center board.
W.R. Grace

X% +41

27% +%
Ragan said the remaining Texaco
General Elec.
56% +44
14% mc
4,000'K so seats will be foi GAF Corp. "
4E41 -44
Georgia Pacific
everybody else.
MI unc
Pfizer
'35% -%
The exact locations of the Jim Walters
14%
utte
leftover seats haven'kyet been Kirsch
51% -41i
Disney
determined but theiri- "will Franklin kert
33% one
come in after all the 'othei
groups are satisfied," Hagan
said.
Hagan refused to say that
any in the leftover group
would be bad seats, but he
admitted "it won't be as intimate" for fans sitting in
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
those seats.
With Viking 1 back to almost-perfect health, scientists are
preparing for this week's
search for life on Mars —
man's first scientific analysis
of another planet's surface.
On Sunday, scientists
unjammed the lender's
sampling arm, in which a pin
regulations to govern the
from a protective covering
business. The FTC started a
had become stuck for several
three-week series of hearings
days.
on the proposed rules in
Washington last week after Now, with .the arm
similar sessions in New York, unjammed, the experiment
will take place according to
Chicago, Seattle, Los Angeles
schedule on Wednesday, the
and Atlanta.
lander's eighth day on Mars,
The address of the Con- Viking
Project Manager
tinental
Association
of James Martin said
Sunday.
Funeral and
Memorial The telescoping
device is to
Societies is Suite 1100, 1828 L
reach out and scoop up 50
St. Northwest, Washington, cubic
centimeters of Martian
D.C., 20036. The National
soil — enough to fill a shot
Funeral Directors Association
glass. The analysis of that soil
is located at 135 W. Wells St., is
the key to Viking's search
Milwaukee, Wis.,53203.
for life as well as its attempts

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Hearings under way in
WasMileton on proposed
federal regulations for the
funeral industry have focused
new attention on a subject
many people would rather
forget: death.
Ignorance in this area is
expensive, however. And
more and more people are
turning to memorial societies
offering advance information
and planning that can cut
funeral costs by hundreds of
dollars.
Memorial societies are
nonprofit organizations
seeking simplicity
and
economy in funerals. The
groups arrange with local
undertakers to provide simple
funerals for members at
specified costs. They also
offer information on different
types of services available
and on alternatives to burial,
including cremation and
donation of the body to
medical research.
"The whole emphasis is on
pre-planning," said the Rev.
Barry E. Smith, president.of

Adult Great Books To
Hold Meeting Tonight
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
tonight(Monday) at V.00 p. m.
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
Robert Hart will be the
leader for the discussion on
the book, "On The Soul" by
Aristotle.
All persons who have read
the book are invited to take
part in the discussion, a
library spokesman said.

201 South 3rd
7S3-2411

•

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Newspaper heiress Patricia
Hearst was due in court
briefly today to set a new date
for her trial on criminal
charges that include assault,
robbery and kidnaping.
The trial Previously had
been scheduled to begin today.
But it was postponed when she
was ordered to continue a
psychiatric evaluation being
conducted to help determine
her sentence on a bank robbery conviction in San
Francisco.
U.S. District Court Judge
William Orrick has extended
her stay at the Metropolitan
Correctional Center in San
Diego until Oct. 7, so
presumably her trial will
begin after that.
The hearing was to be held
in the same courtroom as the
trial, now being conducted, of
Miss Hearst's former companions and codefendants,

Closing Monday

I

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Canadian Twist Guarantees
Success Of Old Cowen Song
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
In 1974, Jim Cowen and David
Anderson wrote "Texas Is My
Home," but like most of the
country music written, it
never got beyond the recew
tion room of a record
producer's office.
"It never went anywhere
because by then everybody
had been Texased to death,"
said Cowen, a native of
Rows?,Tex.
While Cowen was trying to
sell the song, Zeke Sheppard
was playing rhythm guitar
and harmonica in Candanian
one-nighters, many times on
the same bill with Gordon
Lightfoot or David Clayton
Thomas.
But, Sheppard, who did
many after-hours jams with
Lightfoot, decided he would
have to migrate to Nashville
in order to make it in country
music.
Since 1974, Cowen has
written several more songs,
played a lot of gigs, and had,
all but forgotten about the

song.
Sheppard has been playing
sideman for such artists as
Mel Street and Tommy
Jennings, Waylon's brother,
and looking for the right song.
"I really love doing
sessions. It has helped my
name immensely in this
town," Sheppard said.
Cowen agrees, saying, "It's
a good way to get to know the
right people."
Earlier this year, record
producer Scott Turner asked
fellow Canadian sheppard if
he would like to record "Texas
Is My Home."
"Scotty played it for me and
I flipped out over it," Sheppard said. "There's a lot of
lyric content that I associate

Body Identified
In Haddix, Ky.

HADDIX, Ky.(AP) — State
police have identified a
decOmposed body found in
Knott County on July l'Vas
that of Thomas P. Keith, 31,of
Haddix,Ky.
Police said Keith was
erhployed as a security guard
at a strip mine site about 50
miles from where his body
was found. They added that
William and` Emily Harris. neither Keith's clothing nor
Superior Court Judge Mark his gun haSleen found.
Brandler, who is hearing the
Harris case, planned to recess
their trial briefly upon Miss
Hearst's arrival from San
Planned Tuesday
.
-Supariok Court Judge
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ritzi has been Funeral services are
assigned to handle the scheduled Tuesday for the
proceedings in Miss Hearst's Rev. Harry R. Short, a retired
case.
Methodist minister and
Her appearance comes in church educator.
the midst of a controversy
Rev. Short died here
about the validity of a tape Saturday at the age of 91.
recording of the Harrises and
He was executive secretary
Miss Hearst which the of the Methodist Conference
prosecution hopes to enter as Board if Education for 30
evidence against the Ha rrises. years until his retirement in
The defense has questioned 1957.
the tape's authenticity and
In 1958, Rev. Short was a
argued the prosecution cannot delegate to the 14th World
prove it has not been altered. Convention of Christian
However, authorities said Education in Tokyo, and he
they do not plan to ask Miss was acting director of the
Hearst any questions about Louisville area Council of
the tape recording during Churches between 1962 and
r
today's court appearance.
1965.

Hearst Due In Court
Today For Trial Date

By KENNETH IMES
..
In both the Judaic and Christian doctrine of
morality, of goodness versus sin, we accept the
teaching when we do wrong against man, we also sin
against God. In today's world, different and strange
concepts claw society's acceptance of morality as it
was taught to us. There are those who say crimes
against the state are the only sins for wkich man is answerable. Even some educated sociologists and
psychiatrists who profess a belief in an Almighty
theorize misbehavior is primarily a social disorder.
Too many people seem willing to alibi or excuse wrong
thinking, wrong behavior of man against man.
Somehow, somewhere, these people have discarded
eternal truths. Our Old and New Testaments teach us
wrong thinking and wrong behavior can and should
be
restricted and rejected by each of us individually. For
those who would substitute old thinking with new,
it
may be a sobering thought to remember that
on the
, Day of Redemption,each of us must face
judgement individually for our individual conduct.
The Good Book existed long before the 20th Century.
So it will be useless to rely on, or plead for mercy
on
some.mistaken 2aSh Century concepts of right
and
wrong... ,

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

the Greater New Haven
(Conn.) Memorial Society Inc.
The society's aim is to
prevent a family having to
make a decision while burdened with grief. "Often it
(the funeral) becomes an
expense that devastates the
relatives for years," the Rev.
Mr. Smith said.
The New Haven group is one
of more than 100 organizations
affiliated with the Continental
Association of Funeral and
Memorial Societies, Inc. The
association has chapters in
almost all the 50 states with an
estimated membership of half
a million people.
The National Funeral
Directors
Association,
representing about 14,000 of
the nation's 22,000 funeral
directors, estimates that the
average funieral in 1974, the
latest year for which statistics
are available, cost $1,207. That
does not count expenses for
the cemetery or crematorium,
flowers or a grave marker. It
said the average funeral
director earned $18,700 in 1974.
Rebecca Cohen, executive
secretary of the Continental
Association of Funeral and
Memorial Societies, said
savings to members vary, but
generally average about $500.
Alternatives
to
the
traditional earth 'burial also
can cut costs, Miss Cohen
said. Bequeathing the body to
science is the least expensive,
but consumers should check
with local medical authorities
to
determine
needs.
Cremation is another inexpensive option, Miss Cohen
said, with charges ,generally
ranging from $150 to $300.
The Federal Trade Corn-,
mission accused the funeral
industry last year of engaging
in a series of deceptive
practices and has proposed

By The Associated Press
Reagan spent Sunday taping
..strong support. —
Mississippi's 30 Republican
television interviews and Ford
Ford has 1,096 delegates and
delegate-votes could have put Reagan 1,024, according to a
was on the golf course as their
President Ford within a survey by The Associated aides lobbied for support in
political inch of the GOP Press. The winner needs 1,130 Mississippi.
nomination, but the delegation and there are 138 delegates
The White House announced
voted to stay ,
4 uncommitted still uncommitted. Both that Ford would meet with the
until the convention. So the candidates claim enough Maryland delegation at a
Republican presidential votes now to win the White House reception today
contenders keep scrambling nomination.
and had invited Pennfor delegates while the
Reagan announced Sunday sylvania's 103 delegates for a
Democratic ticket starts that he would make "a major similar session on lbursday.
writing its policy proposals.
campaign statement" today.
All 43 Maryland delegates
The Mississippi delegates, There were no details but one are committed to Ford and
the only full state delegation aide said it would be "a most of the Pennsylvania
still unaligned either with positive statement" for the delegates
support
the
Ford or challenger ,Ronald campaign.
President, but White House
Reagan, also reaffirmed on
As the Mississippi delegates press secretary Ron Nessen
Sunday an agreement to vote met, Jimmy Carter and said Ford isn't taking ally
as a bloc.
running mate Walter F. chances.
But the gave no clear sign Mondale prepared for a weekIn
other
weekend
which candidate witl win their long session in Plains, Ga.
developments:
votes. Both camps lobbied
with Democratic economic
—Carter
told
Time
fiercely and both claimed and foreign policy advisers.
magazine in an interview
published Sunday that his
major problem remained
recognition. "My major
vulnerability is that people
still don't know who I am or
what I stand for on specific
issues."
to find out about the planet's sent back pictures showing the
--Sen. John Tower, R-Tex.,
evolution.
arm in the correct position,
Unjamming
the
pin and then close-up shots of a saying voters wouldn't be
represented a major step small section of the red,-rocky fooled by Carter's "messianic''
smile," predicted Ford will
toward a sul•cessful mission, Martian surface.
both
his
party's
but it did not remedy
There, the scientists spotted win
everything that lib, gone the pin and knew the-arm was nomination and the general
election next November.
wrong with Viking 1: - A again in working order.
seismometer to measure and. - "We're heading right on Tower also praised former
locate marsquakes, the forward," Martin said. Texas Gov. John Connally as
equivalent of earthquakes, "Everybody's very happy and an excellent choice for the No.
2 spot on the GOP ticket:
was still out of operation after excited."
several attempts to repair it
On Sunday, after deciding to
—Independent
candidate
from earth. .
have the sampling done in a _Eugene McCarthy said he
"There's been no new word relatively smooth area less could see no difference beton the seismometer," Martin cluttered with sharp Martiari --- ween Carter and Ford. He said
said,"and I frankly don't hold rocks than the spot originally
selected a running
out much hope for success."
set for examination, scientists hehas
mate.
Scientists unjammed the pin sent the command for the arm
by recreating the problem on to conduct its soil collecting
an identical lender here and work on Wednesday. Whether
developing a command to free it responds to the order will be
the pin.
known late that day.
There were several anxious
Martin said he was "very
hours between the issuing of excited" about Viking's Federal State Market News
Serrkewhill
the command and Viking's chances for coming up with 26. 1976
Area
Purchase
Kentucky
Hog Market
response. The croft finally some proof of Martian life, Report Includes 8 Buying Stations_
chances he said were "greatly Receipts Act 900 Est. 400 Barrois &
Gilts steady-firm 25 higi:er mass=
enhanced" by the craft's Sows
steady - 50 higher
discovery of nitrogen in the US 1-2 200-230 the... $47.0047.56few 47.73
441.56-4731
US 1-3 300.240 lbs
atmosphere there in samples US
1141.75-46.50
2-4240-200 lbs.
US 34310-230 11:e
'944.7345.75
last week.
Nitrogen is one of the Sows
$37.50-35.so
..
US 1-2 270-360
*37.00-3800
requirements
the US 1-3 300-45011..
for
US I-3 48611116lbs. is8c00-34.50 few 39.00
with; I just feel its a great existence of life as earthlings U$ 2-3 300-5001W
331.00-3700
Boars N.50-31.511 '
know it.
song."
A Canadian law, requiring
one-third of the music played
on radio stations be of
Canadian subject matter,
gave rise to an unprecident'ad
idea.
Sheppard and Turner
changed a word or two here
and there, moving the locale
of the song from Texas to
Canada, virtually guaranteeing air play in the
provinces.
San Antonio was replaced
with Peggy's Cove and Lone
Star Beer fell to Moosehead
Ale. But the basic storyline
and music remained unchanged.
The result: "Cape Breton Is
My Home." Cowen admits he
didn't like the idea at first.
"I had the same reaction as
any songwriter. I didn't like
the idea," Cowen said. "But
after hearing the changes, I
realized it just added to the
song."

,
Scientists Preparun For
Search For Life 0 Mars

Hearings Now Under Way On
Proposed Funeral Regulations

THINK ABOUT IT!

Wi Are

•"Colisetial will be on the
priority list for the new 22,828seat fattinty, Hagan said, but
their seats won't be as good as
those with power, money or
both.
Needless to say, this plan
has upset some people, particularly representatives of
the Lexington-Fayette Urban
County government. The
urlian county government
plarecl, built and, to a great
degree,-haw-iced construction
of the $42 Million Lexington
Center in which the aew arena
is located.
Urban county goverm/iect
officials argue that since
Lexington and Fayette County
taxpayers can expect to
contribute at least $300,000 a
year for maintaining the
arena, they should get better
odds in the seating game.
However, there is little the
urban county council can do,
since, in keeping with the
rules of the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association, the government
signed over total control of
Wildcat tickets to the
university.

Mississippi Votes To Keep
Delegate Votes Uncommitted

PE:i (?toei Ata/tice4

- Explore the Mysteries of the Orient

Short Services

Atlas Metal Spinning Woks
and accessories, everything you need for an Oriental kitchen

20% off on WOKS
just to get you started during our three-day
Festival of China

The
Panhandler

This Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Dixieland Center

Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key

We win Open Tuesday, July 27
eti

July 26 to Cut Prices
'"the' •Wee for Men

A. M.
With Savings up to 75%
at 10:00

c. 03'415
FOr

0°1‘4

